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1
“I gotta make a way. I gotta do this now.
If they don’t know your dreams, then
they can’t shoot ’em down.”
J. Cole
“Two Deep for the Intro”

5ĴģĥĻĵĨīĴĵĶĦĴħģįĵĪģĦbeen set in Harlem. When she was a
DIJME 'FCSVBSZXBTUIFNPTUFODIBOUJOHNPOUIPGUIFZFBSɬFSF
was African drumming and dance and potlucks with steaming
bowls of greens and gospel concerts where mass choirs in sharp
SPCFTTBOHTPTXFFUUIBUZPVDPVMEKVTUBCPVUTFF+FTVTɬFCFTUPG
it was when black and white picture books were taken out and the
great writers were discussed. Langston Hughes smiled up at her in
a tuxedo, his eyes twinkled with the dreams that he so eloquently
XSPUF BCPVU ɬFTF ESFBNT HSJQQFE 5SBDZT IFBSU BOE XPVME OPU
MFUHP5FBSTXFMMFEJOIFSFZFTBTTIFSFDJUFEIJTXPSLBUIFSmSTU
poetry reading. “Hold fast to dreams/for if dreams die/life is a broLFOXJOHFECJSEUIBUDBOOPUnZw"TTIFHSFXPMEFSTIFNPWFEPO
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to James Baldwin and Zora Neale Hurston and Alice Walker and
$PVOUFF$VMMFOɬFUSVUIUIFZTQPLFPGTUJSSFEIFSJOUIFEFFQFTU
of places. When she closed her eyes, Harlem loomed.
4PPOIFSmSTUOJHIUBTB)BSMFNSFTJEFOU TIFBMMPXFEIFSTFMG
UIFMVYVSZPGSBNCMJOHBSPVOEUIFTUSFFUTUBLJOHJOUIF"QPMMPɬFBUFSBOEUIFPME$PUUPO$MVCBOEUIF-JODPMOɬFBUSF4IFXBTPO
IFSHSJOEIFSmSTUEBZUIFSFTIFESPQQFEJOPOVOXFMDPNJOHSFDFQtionists, left her portfolio, and then sent thank you cards, and then
TIFDBMMFEUPWFSJGZUIBUUIFZIBESFBEIFSXPSL"GUFSUISFFXFFLT
TIFDSPTTFEPěUIFUIJSUZTFWFOUIOBNFPOIFSMJTUBOEGPVHIUCBDL
UFBST/PPOFIBEFWFOCJUUFO)BSMFNXBTOPUDIFBQBOEESFBNT
did not pay bills.
"GUFS TFWFO XFFLT BOE IBMG B EP[FO SVTIFE UISPVHI QIPOF
calls with her parents, she no longer could stop the tears. She was
SFEVDFEUPMZJOHPOUIFnPPSJOUIBUSPPN TUSFUDIJOHBOEQVMMJOH
her body in an attempt to center herself. After another week, she
FOEFEVQDVSMFEVQJOBCBMMDBMMJOHPVUUP+FTVTɬJTIBEUPXPSL
5XP EBZT MBUFS TIF MBOEFE BO JOUFSWJFX XJUI ǵF 3FBM. She
TIPPLUIFGFBUVSFFEJUPSTIBOEBOENBOBHFEUPTVQQSFTTIFSDSJFT
VOUJMTIFNBEFJUUPUIFTUSFFU4IFKVNQFEVQBOEEPXOiɬBOL
You God!”
In college, she had read ǵF3FBM religiously. It was in its pages
that she learned of the shocking lengths Republicans had gone to
CMPDL #MBDL WPUFST  UIF FěFDUT PG UIF 4VQSFNF $PVSUT SFQFBM PG
BĜSNBUJWFBDUJPO)FSIBOETTIPPLXIFOTIFSFBEUIFGFBUVSFPO
Michelle Alexander, who simply and poetically explained how mass
incarceration was ǵF/FX+JN$SPX. Sandwiched between liquor
and fashion ads and features of hip-hops talented elite, ǵF 3FBM
exposed the hidden truths that were plaguing her people. It was the
perfect platform for all that she wanted to say.
"UmSTUTIFXBTBHMPSJmFEJOUFSO BOTXFSJOHQIPOFT LFFQJOH
schedules, only occasionally writing small articles. Outside of the
PĜDF TIFQPVOEFEUIFQBWFNFOU5SBDZQMVHHFEǵF3FBMBUFWFSZ
FWFOU4IFSVCCFEFWFSZTIPVMEFS LJTTFEFWFSZDIFFL UXFFUFEBOE
JOTUBHSBNNFEFWFSZUIJOH
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ɬFSF XBT B DFMFCSJUZ CBTLFUCBMM UPVSOBNFOU BU UIF 3VDLFS
Tracy, along with hundreds of other people, watched from against a
metal fence. She panned her camera around the crowd and panned
CBDLUPUIFDPVSU$BNSPODBVHIUBGBTUCSFBL DVUUPUIFCBTLFUBOE
EVOLFEUIFCBMMɬFDSPXESPBSFE5SBDZUVSOFEUIFQIPOFUPXBSET
IFSTFMGiɬF3VDLFSJTKVTUBTMJWFBT*JNBHJOFEJUXPVMECF$BO
ZPVTBZ/FX:PSL$JUZ w4IFVQMPBEFEUIFWJEFPUP*OTUSBHSBNBOE
tagged ǵF3FBMBOE$BNSPOUPJU
*UUPPLGPSFWFSUPNBLFJUPVU8BSNHSFFUJOHTXFSFTIPVUFE
PVUBTNFOTMBQQFEFBDIPUIFSVQUIFDSPXENPWFEBOETXBZFEUP
accommodate them. She bumped into Lindsay, a burgeoning fashion stylist. “Hey girl, what you doing tonight?”
5SBDZTISVHHFEi$BOUDBMMJU8IZ XIBUTVQ w
“Roll with me to Perfections.”
i8IBUTUIBU w
i%BNO  IPX MPOH ZPVWF MJWFE IFSF  *UT B TUSJQ DMVCw 4IF
XBWFEIFSIBOEi"MMPGUIFTFOJHHBTXJMMCFUIFSFw
“Ok, cool.”
Lindsay met her at her place around 1 am. She made a disapQSPWJOHGBDFBU5SBDZTPVUmUi(JSM VIVOIIw
Tracy looked down at herself. She thought she looked sexy, but
classy in an electric blue tube skirt and white wife beater. “What?”
i*LOPXZPVSF.JTT8SJUFSBOEBMM CVUZPVMPPLMJLFTPNFCPEZT TFDSFUBSZ 4IF NBEF 5SBDZ TXBQ PVU UIF XJGF CFBUFS GPS B
UVSRVPJTF DBNJTPMF BOE TUFQ JOUP HPME TUJMFUUPT 4IF mOJTIFE UIF
look with a chunky gold necklace. “Now you look like someone a
OJHHBXPVMEXBOUUPJOUFSWJFXIJNw5SBDZDPVMEOUIFMQCVUBHSFF
And after the shots of tequila that they slammed back, she was
ready to make it a night. Lindsay had arranged for some dudes that
TIFLOFXUPQJDLUIFNVQɬFZSBDFEUPXBSET2VFFOTBOEQBTTFE
BSPVOEBmGUIPG)FOOFTTFZ
It was dark inside. Beautiful women who ranged from SerFOB8JMMJBNTUIJDLUP&WB1JHGPSENPEFMTFYZSPBNFEBSPVOEMJLF
HB[FMMFT0OTUBHF B1VFSUP3JDBOEBODFSXJUIBOBTTUIBUXPVME
QVU+FOOJGFS-PQF[UPTIBNF CFOUPWFSBOENBEFJUDMBQ"GBNJMJBS TUJSSJOH SPTF JO5SBDZT MPJOT .FO JO UIF DSPXE DSVNQMFE VQ
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CJMMT BOE UISFX UIFN BU IFSɬF EVEFT UIFZ SPEF XJUI QSPNQUMZ
ditched them and Lindsay began acting out her stripper fantasies.
4IF UXFSLFE BMPOHTJEF UIF CBS BOE MBVHIFE JO UIF GBDF PG FWFSZ
HVZXIPQBJEIFSBUUFOUJPO*UXPSLFEGPS5SBDZ&WFSZUJNFBNBO
PěFSFE-JOETBZBESJOLTIFJOTJTUFEPOPOFGPSIFSBOECFGPSFMPOH
5SBDZXBT[POFEPVUBOETDSFBNJOHBMPOHUPUIFNVTJDi:PVTBZOP
UPSBUDIFUQVTTZ+VJDZ+DBOUàw
ɬFMJHIUTDBNFVQBUGPVS5SBDZBOE-JOETBZMJOLFEBSNTJO
BOBUUFNQUUPTPCFSBOETUFBEZUIFNTFMWFTɬFZNBEFJUUPUIFEPPS
CFGPSF UIFZ SFNFNCFSFE UIBU UIFZ EJEOU ESJWFɬFZ IBE OP JEFB
where their ride was.
“Let me call them.” Lindsay frowned into her phone. “It keeps
HPJOHUPWPJDFNBJMw
Tracy laughed. “How do you know them anyway?”
“Well I used to fuck with the real tall one, but he always comes
UPPRVJDL)FTDIJMMUIPVHI8FLJDLJUGSPNUJNFUPUJNFw
5SBDZ TQPUUFE $BNSPO XBMLJOH UPXBSET UIF FYJU )FS IFBSU
quickened a bit. What if she got a story tonight? She laughed to
herself. Six months in the city and she would be drunk and in a
TUSJQDMVCXIFOTIFMVDLFEVQPOIFSmSTUGFBUVSFɬBUXPVMECFBO
JOUFSFTUJOHDPOUFYUUIPVHIi'VDLJU MFUTHFUBSJEFXJUIIJNw4IF
XBMLFEPWFSBOEUBQQFEIJNPOUIFTIPVMEFSi$BN DBONFBOENZ
girl get a ride back to Harlem?”
He searched her face. “Ay yo, where I know you from?”
8BSNUI TQSFBE UISPVHI IFS CPEZ BOE TIF DPVMEOU TUPQ UIF
TNJMF UIBU DBQUVSFE IFS FOUJSF GBDF i:PVWF QSPCBCMZ TFFO NF
around, maybe online. I write for ǵF3FBM.” She laughed. “Actually,
ZPVXPVMECFNZmSTUSFBMTUPSZw
i:PVSmSTUIVI w5SBDZOPEEFE UIFTNJMFXPVMETUJMMOPUMFBWF
her face. “Yeah I know you, you caught my dunk earlier. A lot of the
shit you post is ill.”
5SBDZNPUJPOFEPWFSUP-JOETBZi8IPZPVXJUI *TJUDPPMJG
we ride?”
$BNSPO OPEEFE PWFS UP IJT GSJFOE i+VTU NF BOE NZ NBO
Pooch, is it cool if they ride?”
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“Hell yeah.” Pooch promptly put his arm around Lindsay and
UIFZBMMNBEFUIFJSXBZUPUIFQBSLJOHMPU5SBDZTQPUUFE-JOETBZT
friends helping a blonde into their car. She elbowed Lindsay, who
burst into a raucous laugh. She was gone.
Cam stopped in front of a drop top Mercedes. “Pooch, how
CPVUZPVBOEIPNFHJSMIJUUIFCBDLTFBU w
“Hell yeah.”
$BNSPO IFBEFE UPXBSET UIF QBTTFOHFS EPPS ɬJT UJNF IF
spoke to Tracy. “You drunk too?”
5SBDZRVJDLMZTUSBJHIUFOFEIFSTFMGi*EPOUHFUESVOLw
i$PPM DBVTF*BN$BOZPVESJWFTUJDL w
i*DBOESJWFBOZUIJOHw5SBDZTMJEJOUPUIFESJWFSTFBU QVUUIF
car into 2ndBOETQFEPě$BNQSFTTFEBCVUUPO UIFUPQXFOUCBDL 
BOEUIFNPPOMFTTTLZFOWFMPQFEIFS*UXBTUIFNPTUGVOTIFFWFS
had. When they emerged from the Triboro Bridge Tracy pulled in
front of IHOP. Cam looked around.
i"SFOUZPVIVOHSZ $PNFPOMFUTMFBWFUIFNBOENFBOEZPV
get something to eat.”
Pooch sounded his agreement from the back seat. “Hell yeah.”
Inside their booth, Cam sat with his back against the wall and
IJTMFHTTQSFBEPVUJOUIFTFBU5SBDZSFNPWFEIFSUBQFSFDPSEFSGSPN
IFSDMVUDIi)PXJTJUUIBUZPVWFSFNBJOFESFMFWBOUGPSTPMPOH w
ɬF DPOWFSTBUJPO nPXFE XFMM BOE PWFS QBODBLFT BOE DPěFF 
5SBDZTDIFSSZXBTQPQQFE
Tracy met Lindsay for drinks a couple of weeks later. Tracy
lifted her glass to her. “Girl last time I saw you, your legs were hanging out of a backseat.”
Lindsay smacked her teeth. “Bitch, that was weeks ago. On to
UIFOFYU-FUNFPSEFSBGBUBTTESJOLDBVTF*NEPJOHBTFWFOEBZ
cleanse starting tomorrow.”
“You look good. You could tighten your stomach a little, but
KVTUMBZPěUIFCSFBE$MFBOTJOHIBTUPPNBOZVQTBOEEPXOT*UT
better to be consistent.”
i:FBIZPVDBOTBZUIBUCFDBVTFZPVSFOPUBSPVOEUIFTFNPEFM
bitches all day and these stuck up designers.”
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“I guess you got me beat there.”
“Yep, but one of those designers, who shall remain nameless,
TMFQUXJUIPOFPG%JEEZTQSPEVDFST GVDLFEBSPVOEBOEGFMMJOMPWF 
BOEKVTUGPVOEPVUUIFOJHHBJTFOHBHFE4IFHBWFNFIFSUXPUJDLFUTw
Tracy perked up in her seat. “To what? To the all-white party?”
Lindsay nodded. Tracy stood up and did a shimmy. “Oh yeah.”
i%POUBDUMJLFZPVIBWFOUCFFOCFGPSFw
5SBDZCPVODFEIFSTIPVMEFSTVQBOEEPXOi'VDLUIBU *NOPU
BDUJOH*IBWFOUCFFOCFGPSFw
i/PPOFFWFSUPMENFUIBUOJHHBTJO3PDIFTUFSBSFDPVOUSZw
i"OEOPPOFFWFSUPMENFUIBUOJHHBTJOUIFDJUZEPOUBQQSFDJBUF TIJU * HVFTT TPNFUJNFT ZPV IBWF UP TFF UIJOHT GPS ZPVSTFMGw
-JOETBZGSPOUFEMJLF5SBDZFNCBSSBTTFEIFS CVUTIFLFQUJOWJUJOH
her to places.
i0L MJUUMF .JTT BQQSFDJBUJWF  ZPV TIPVME MFU NF TUZMF ZPV GPS
the day.” Tracy hesitated. “What? Bitch, you should be thanking me.
&WFSZPOFLOPXT*HPUTLJMMTw
-JOETBZ GPVOE 5SBDZ UIF QFSGFDU ESFTT JO B WJOUBHF TIPQ JO
Park Slope. She made her an appointment at a Dominican shop on
118th although she still insisted that Tracy “needed to lose the India
"SJFCVMMTIJUBOEIBWFTPNFUSBDLTTFXOJOwɬFZIBEBCSVODIPG
bagels and tequila spiked orange juice the day of the party. “Okay,
DPNFPOMFUNFXPSLNZNBHJDw-JOETBZ[JQQFEIFSJOUPIFSESFTT
BOEBQQMJFEEPVCMFTJEFEUBQFUPUIFBSNTUSBQTi3FNFNCFS JUTBMM
BCPVUUIFmUw4IFVTFEmOJTIJOHTQSBZPO5SBDZTOPXTUSBJHIUFOFE
hair and put concealer under her eyes before whisking a brush along
IFSDIFFLTi:PVBMSFBEZIBWFXPOEFSGVMTLJO CVUBMJUUMFDPODFBMFS
and blush goes a long way.” Lindsay coached her on how to stand,
CVUXIFOTIFQBTTFEIFSBQBJSPGmWFJODITUJMFUUPT 5SBDZIFMEVQ
a hand in protest.
i6IOP"SFOUXFHPJOHUPCFPOHSBTTBMMEBZ w
“So?”
i4P 4P *OFFEUPCFDPNGPSUBCMFBOESFMBYFEɬJTNJHIUCF
my big break.”
i#JUDI ZPVBMSFBEZHPUZPVSCJHCSFBL$BNSPOw
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i*OUFSWJFXJOHBSBQQFSBGUFSBOFWFOJOHBUUIFTUSJQDMVCJTOU
FYBDUMZ PSJHJOBM PS QSPWPDBUJWF ɬBUT OPU XIBU * DBNF UP /FX
York for.”
-JOETBZTOPSUFEi8IBUFWFS KVTUUSZOPUUPHFUUPPTUBSTUSVDL
on me.” Tracy ignored her and reached for a pair of teal wedges.
iɬPTF BDUVBMMZ XPSL 0LBZ IVSSZ VQ  UIF DBS TIPVME CF IFSF BOZ
minute.” Lindsay bounced up and crossed the room with hurried
TUFQT5SBDZUVSOFEUPGPMMPXIFS CVUXBTTUPQQFECZIFSPXOSFnFDtion. She looked beautiful. She rolled her eyes and laughed. Lindsay
EJEIBWFTLJMMT
Lindsay also talked nonstop all the way to the Hamptons. As
the terrain transitioned from steel and glass to grass and sky, butUFSnJFTCFHBOUPEBODFJO5SBDZTTUPNBDI4IFIBMGXBZMJTUFOFEBT
-JOETBZ ESPOFE POiɬJT CJUDI UBMLJOHCPVU * CSPLF IFS IBJS Pě
/P CJUDIZPVCSPLFZPVSIBJSPě:PVIBENFCMFBDIJUCMPOEFBOE
UIFOEJEOUUBLFDBSFPGJU8IPUIFGVDLEPFTOULOPXUIBUZPVIBWF
UPEFFQDPOEJUJPOZPVSIBJSFWFSZXFFL w
“You do?”
“Yes, you do.”
“Did you tell her that?”
But then Lindsay was on to another subject. Another example
of how she was smarter than somebody else and how they were
hating on her. Tracy laughed. Lindsay was funny and she did know
a lot. Well, she knew a lot about make-up and fashion and celebrity
HPTTJQ)FSMJGFXBTGBTUQBDFEBOEIFSNJOENPWFEUPPRVJDLMZUP
FWFSDPOTJEFSNBUUFSTPGJNQPSUBODFɬFDBSTUPQQFE
Lindsay was on the moment they stepped out. She tossed her
head back and headed straight towards the step and repeat. Tracy
IVOHCBDL4IFDPVMEOUIBWFBTLFEGPSBNPSFCFBVUJGVMEBZɬF
sky was a delicate powder blue and the sun was warm and welDPNJOH&WFSZUIJOHBSPVOEUIFNXBTHSFFOBOEMVTI5SBDZUPPL
BMPOHJOIBMF4IFIBEOUSFBMJ[FEIPXNVDITIFOFFEFEBCSFBL
from the city.
A man came from behind her and threw his arm around her
shoulder. Tracy looked up at him in surprise. Busta Rhymes was
grinning back at her. “Good shit, huh shorty?”
~7~
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Tracy laughed. “Yeah.”
iɬJTZPVSmSTUUJNF w
“Yeah.”
i0LBZDPPM *NNBTIPXZPVIPXJUTEPOFw)FHSBCCFE5SBDZT IBOE BOE EJSFDUFE IFS UPXBSET UIF TUFQ BOE SFQFBU $BNFSBT
nBTIFEi#VTUBPWFSIFSF MPPLUIJTXBZw5SBDZXBUDIFEIJNQPTF
)F TUBSUFE Pě XJUI IJT GBDF TDSVODIFE JOUP B HSJNBDF  IJT IBOET
DMBTQFECFGPSFIJN)FZFMMFEPWFSUP5SBDZi*MJLFUPTUBSUXJUINZ
hardcore shit.” He grinned as she laughed and struck a more comiDBMQPTFi#VUGVDLUIBU JUTBMMBCPVUUIFGVO"ZZP HFUBQJDUVSFPG
me and my shorty.” Tracy joined him and hollered as he lifted her
PěPGIFSGFFU$BNFSBTnBTIFE)FQVUIFSEPXOBOETIFXSBQQFE
IFS BSNT BSPVOE IJT XBJTU BOE TNJMFE CSJHIUMZ i#VTU  XIBUT IFS
OBNF w5SBDZTUPQQFETNJMJOHBOEMPPLFEEJSFDUMZBUUIFHSVěNBO
who asked the question. “Tracy Mitchell, representing ǵF 3FBM.”
4IF QVU B IBOE PO IFS IJQ BOE TNJMFE PWFS IFS TIPVMEFS GPS POF
more picture.
Busta was waiting for her when she was done. “You write for
ǵF3FBM :PVNVTUCFSFBMMZHPPE UIBUTBEPQFNBHw)FLJTTFEIFS
POUIFDIFFLi%POUIBWFUPPNVDIGVO NBw
Around the grounds people sat or stood in clumps. She grabbed
BESJOLBOEXBUDIFEUIFNɬFBUIMFUFTXFSFUIFMPVEFTU UIFNPEFMTIBSEMZUBMLFEBUBMM BOEJUTFFNFEMJLFFWFSZPOFFMTFDPVMEOUTUPQ
UBMLJOH1FPQMFXFSFTNJMJOH CVUTPNFUIJOHBCPVUJUGFMUTUJěɬJT
XBTUIFCJHHFTUIJQIPQFWFOUPGUIFZFBSBOETIFIBEBCTPMVUFMZOP
EFTJSFUPXPSLUIFDSPXEUPEBZ5PEBZTIFXBTHPJOHUPIBWFGVO
4IFmOJTIFEIFSESJOLBOEDMPTFEIFSFZFTBOESPDLFEUPUIFNVTJD
"XBJUFSTUPQQFEUPPěFSIFSBOBQQFUJ[FS CVUTIFEJEOUSFDPHOJ[F
what he was holding out to her. “What is—“
i*UT.PSPDDBOTQJDFETBMNPOBOEJUTHPPEw"TIUPO,VUDIFS
TUFQQFEJOGSPOUPGIFS HSBCCFEPOF BOEXBMLFEPě5SBDZTISVHHFE 
smiled at the waiter, and plopped one into her mouth. It was good.
ɬFnBWPSTTFFNFEUPKVNQPěPGIFSUPOHVF
She milled around after that. She spotted Lindsay a couple
PG UJNFT  CVU EJEOU HP UP IFS *OTUFBE  TIF UBTUFE FWFSZUIJOH UIBU
XBTPěFSFEUPIFS"GUFSTFWFOTFSWJOHT BOEUISFFHMBTTFTPGDIBN~8~
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pagne she was full and a little tipsy. She walked a bit up a grassy hill
XIPTFJODMJOFMFUIFSTFFUIFGFTUJWJUJFT CVUHBWFIFSBHPPEEJTUBODF
GSPN UIFN 6OGPMEJOH BOE TJUUJOH PO UIF PWFSTJ[FE IBOELFSDIJFG
she brought for just this purpose, she felt at peace. She opened her
purse, pulled out a joint, and took a long inhale.
4IFUPPLUPPCJHPGBQVMMBOEFOEFEVQJOBDPVHIJOHmU"
woman spoke behind her. “Easy, Tiger.” She turned to see Nicki
Minaj, a female rapper who was making her way up the ranks,
TUBOEJOHUIFSFi%BNOZPVCSPVHIUBCMBOLFU ɬBUTBHPPEJEFBw
5SBDZTDPPUFEPWFSi:PVDBOTJUEPXOw
/JDLJ TBU EPXO TMPXMZ  mMMJOH VQ FWFSZ BWBJMBCMF JODI PG UIF
IBOELFSDIJFGɬFZXFSFTIPVMEFSUPTIPVMEFS4IFDSPTTFEIFSMFHT
JOGSPOUPGIFSBOEOPEEFEUPXBSETUIFQBSUZi-PPLTMJLFUIFZSF
IBWJOHGVOw
i"SFOUZPV w
i*N XPSLJOH .BOBHFS UPME NF * HPUUB NBLF TVSF FWFSZPOF
TFFT NF  NBLF TVSF FWFSZPOF IFBST NZ OBNF * GFFM MJLF B EBNO
politician.”
Tracy exhaled and nodded. “Well Nicki, I already know your
name so you can relax. Want some?” She held the joint out to her.
/JDLJ UPPL JU BOE CMFX PVU B HSBDFGVM HVTI PG TNPLFi*WF OFWFS
heard a female spit like you.”
i:FBI IPXTUIBU w4IFQBTTFE5SBDZUIFKPJOUCBDL
i:PVIBWFNPNFOUTXIFSFZPVTQJUIBSEMJLF'PYPS,JN CVU
JUTTPNFUIJOHDPNQMFUFMZEJěFSFOU:PVEPOUSFBMMZEPUIBUHBOHTUB
CJUDITUVě"OEZFBIZPVHPUUIBU/FX:PSL$BSSJCFBOnPX CVUJUT
more—“
iɬFBUSJDBMw
i:FBIUIFBUSJDBMɬBUTFYBDUMZJUw
iɬFBUSF JOTQJSFT NF * XBOU UP CSJOH UIPTF DIBSBDUFST UP
hip-hop.”
Tracy passed the joint back to her. “Characters in hip-hop?”
i:FBI MPPLBSPVOE BMMPGUIJTJTGBLFɬFZXBOUFWFSZPOFUP
UIJOL JUT SFBM  CVU CF RVJDL UP TBZ JUT FOUFSUBJONFOU &OUFSUBJO
NFOUɬFZSF DIBSBDUFST QBJE UP BNVTF BOE EJTUSBDU * HFU JU #VU
NF *NHPOOBnJQJUɬFXIPMFXPSMEHPOOBLOPX*NBDUJOHBOE
~9~
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UIFZSFBMMHPJOHUPGVDLJOHMPWFJUw4IFUJMUFEIFSIFBECBDLBOE
FYIBMFEɬFOTIFTOBQQFEIFSIFBE TNJMFE BOECBUUFEIFSFZFTBU
Tracy. When she spoke it was in a strange British accent. “And they
BMMHPOOBLOPXUIBU*NEJSFDUJOHUIFTIPXEBSMJOHw
5SBDZ MPPLFE PWFS BU IFS BOE UIFO CBDL BU UIF DSPXE 4IF
XBUDIFE BT +VTU #MB[F UPME B KPLF  XBUDIFE UIF HPSHFPVT XPNFO
around him laugh—some girlishly boisterous, some demure and
restrained. All of it on cue. To the right of them, three punk rock
EVEFT MPPLFE DPPM BOE VOLFNQU FWFO JO UIFJS XIJUF "T 5SBDZ
watched them, she noticed that the tallest one took a sip from his
drink robotically, like his arm was programmed to raise the glass to
IJTMJQTFWFSZTJYTFDPOET4IFMPPLFECBDLBU/JDLJiA"MMUIFXPSMET
BTUBHF SJHIU w
/JDLJTNJMFEBOEOPEEFEi:FQɬBUTXIZ*NHPOOBXFBSB
mask.”
iɬBUTOPUUIFBUSJDBM UIBUTHJNNJDLZw
Nicki rolled her head towards her. “Nah, the mask Paul LauSFODF%VOCBSXBTUBMLJOHBCPVUɬFNBTLJTHPOOBQSPUFDUNF*
DBOMPPLPVUGSPNJU CVUOPPOFDBOTFFJOw4IFXBWFEIFSIBOE
UPXBSETUIFDSPXEi*NOPUHPJOHUPMFUBOZPGUIJTUPVDINFw
Tracy nodded and pulled out her recorder. “Well, I gotta let you
know that I write for ǵF3FBM:PVTIPVMEMFUNFJOUFSWJFXZPVw
/JDLJ MPPLFE IFS TUSBJHIU JO UIF FZF BOE IFME IFS HB[F 4IF
nJDLFEUIFSFNOBOUTPGUIFKPJOUi'VDLJU XIZOPU wɬFJOUFSWJFX
XBTJMMɬBUXBT/JDLJTmSTUNBKPSDPWFSTUPSZBOEJUUPPLIFSDBSFFS
UPUIFOFYUMFWFM5SBDZGPMMPXFEIFSFWPMVUJPOBOEGFMUQSPVEPGBOE
sad for her.
0GDPVSTF UIBUTUPSZEJEXPOEFSTGPS5SBDZTDBSFFSUPP4IF
JOTUBOUMZCFDBNFUIFFEJUPSJODIJFG TGBWPSJUF+JNNJFTFOUIFSUP
*UBMZUPJOUFSWJFX$PNNPO4IFXBTnBCCFSHBTUFEi:PVSFTFOEJOH
me to do it?”
“Who else would I send? Our ad sales tripled after the Minaj
issue.” He stared straight at her. “But more than that, your piece said
something. You managed to use the music to expose the politics.
:PVXFSFEJSFDU CVUTVCUMFɬBUTXIZ*TUBSUFEUIJTNBHB[JOFw
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5SBDZOPEEFE)FSGBDFXBSNFEXJUIQSJEFɬJTXBTXIZTIF
was here. Her dream was coming true.
"OE $PNNPO XBT UIF NPTU JOUFSFTUJOH NBO TIF FWFS NFU
ɬFZTUSPMMFEBSPVOEUIF1JB[[B/BWPOB BOEUIFOEJOFEPONVTTFMT
BOEDMBNT)FTNJMFEBTIFUBMLFE CVU5SBDZDPVMEOUIFBSIJN BMMPG
her focus was on his lips. She had to remind herself that she was at
work, not on a date. Yet, when Common took her hand and led her
CBDLJOUPUIFQFSGVNFEFWFOJOH CVUUFSnJFTEBODFEJOIFSTUPNBDI
ɬFZXBMLFEJOTJMFODFUPXBSETUIFNBJOESBHBOETUPQQFEBMPOHTJEFUIFSPBEɬFJSFZFTNFU4IFXBTSFBEZUPTBZZFTUPXIBUFWFS
he said. He turned from her a bit and hailed a taxi. Her heart sunk.
)FPQFOFEUIFEPPSGPSIFSi*IBEBSFBMMZHPPEUJNF JUTKVTUw
5SBDZJOUFSSVQUFEIJNi*UTKVTUBOJOUFSWJFXw4IFNBOBHFEUP
HFUJOUIFDBCCFGPSFIFSUFBSTDBNFɬBUOJHIU TIFDPVMEOPUTMFFQ
She tucked a pillow in between her legs, but it was not enough to
suppress the wanting. She got up, took a cold shower, and sat in
front of her laptop. Once beams of sunlight streaked into the room,
TIFHBWFVQPODBQUVSJOHUIFNBHJDTIFIBEGFMU*UXBTHPOFOPX
anyway. She ended up with a direct piece that juxtaposed ComNPOTJOnVFODFPOIJQIPQBOEmMNUP*UBMZTSPNBODFBOEQPFUSZ
*GTIFXBTOUXSJUJOH TIFXBTUSBDLJOHEPXOTUPSJFT PSIBEIFS
TMFFWFTSPMMFEVQBMPOHTJEF+JNNJF
“What the fuck type of lead in is this?” He read, iǵPVHIEFWJMJTIMZIBOETPNF JUJT/BTJS+POFTRVJFUJOUSPTQFDUJPOTUIBUHFUTQBOUJFT
wet.’ Who the fuck wants to read that?”
i0VSSFBEFST"OEJGZPVSFBEUIFSFTFBSDIUIBUZPVQBTTPě
to me, you would know that forty percent of them are female. And
* EPOU OFFE BOZ TUBUT UP UFMM NF UIBU UIBUT HPJOH UP EPVCMF XJUI
this issue. Nas is the sex symbol of a whole generation of women. I
wrote the damn thing and I still might buy a copy.”
“Fucking groupie.”
“Hater.”
But Jimmie was cool and he was passionate as hell. He wranHMFEXJUI"3TBOEQVCMJDJTUTUPTFDVSFBSUJTUT TIPPLEPXOGPMLT
UPTFMMBETQBDF QFSTPOBMMZFEJUFEFBDIQJFDF BOEJOBQJODIFWFO
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EJEHSBQIJDEFTJHO5SBDZXBOUFEUPMFBSOFWFSZUIJOHUIBUIFLOFX
"ZFBSRVJDLMZnFXCZ
4IF JOUFSWJFXFE %SBLF PWFS MJOHVJOF BOE $IJBOUJ %JTFNbarking the train at 125th street she felt like weeping. What had she
EPOFUPEFTFSWFUIJTMJGF ɬJTXBTFWFSZUIJOH4IFTUPQQFEBOEHPU
BDVQPGDPěFFGSPNUIFCPEFHBCFGPSFDMJNCJOHUIFUISFFnJHIUT
of stairs to her apartment. Her apartment was tiny and the stairs
XFSFBNFOBDFBGUFSBMPOHOJHIU CVUJUXBTIFST4IFLJDLFEPě
IFSCPPUTBOEnVOHIFSDPBUPWFSUIFGVUPO"TDSBUDIFENBIPHBOZ
EFTLUPPLVQNPTUPGEJOJOHMJWJOHSPPN0OUPQPGJU IFSMBQUPQ
beckoned to her. She stripped down to her camisole and panties,
rotated her neck, and sat down to what she knew was going to be
a long night.
"UmSTUIFSmOHFSTUSJDLMFEBDSPTTUIFLFZCPBSE TUSVHHMJOHUP
LFFQVQXJUIIFSFWFSDIBOHJOHUIPVHIUT"DPVQMFPGUJNFTTIFXBT
TUVDLSFEVDFEUPCJUJOHIFSOBJMTBOENVUUFSJOHUPIFSTFMG"OJEFB
XPVMEmOBMMZUBLFIPMEBOEUIFOTIFQFDLFETMPXMZ TUSVHHMJOHUP
mOEUIFXPSETUIBUDBQUVSFEUIFFTTFODFPGXIBUTIFXBOUFEUPTBZ
4IFmOJTIFEIFSmSTUESBGUBUBNBOETMFQUVOUJMOPPO4IFTIPXFSFE KVNQFEJOUPTLJOUJHIUKFBOTBOEBOPWFSTJ[FETXFBUFS CMFOEFE
concealer under her eyes, wrapped a turquoise scarf around her
VOUBNFENBOFBOEIFBEFEUPUIFPĜDF4IFXBMLFEBCMPDLOPSUI
and then joined the surge of people descending into the earth. Below
they waited for the train. A pretty Japanese girl was cocooned into
her own world, courtesy of Beats by Dre. Two older men sat on the
CFODIɬFZBSHVFEPWFSBDSPTTXPSEQV[[MF"UFFOBHFCPZIBEIJT
BSNTXSBQQFEBSPVOEIJTWFSZQSFHOBOUHJSMGSJFOE5SBDZXPOEFSFE
XIBUUIF+BQBOFTFHJSMXBTMJTUFOJOHUP4IFXPVMEOUIBWFCFFOTVSprised if it was Drake. Hmm. She took her notepad out. Maybe she
DPVMEXPSLUIBUJOUPIFSBSUJDMFɬFUSBJODBNFBOETIFQVTIFEIFS
XBZPOBOETMJEJOUPBOPQFOTFBUɬFBMVNJOVNDBHFSBUUMFEBMPOH
TUFFM USBDLT BOE IFS QFO SBO GVSJPVTMZ PWFS UIF QBE 1ISBTFT LFQU
shouting to her. At this rate, she could probably submit her draft
tomorrow. Good. Jimmie had been riding her hard these days. It
XBTMJLFIFIBEMPTUBMMDPOTJEFSBUJPOGPSUIFDSFBUJWFQSPDFTT
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ǵF3FBMXBTIPVTFEJOBQMBJOGBDFEPĜDFCVJMEJOHJO$PODPVSTF7JMMBHF"NBHB[JOFBTGBOBUJDBMBCPVUIJQIPQIJTUPSZBOE
DVMUVSF BT UIFZ XFSF  DPVMEOU IBWF CFFO BOZXIFSF CVU UIF #SPOY
ɬFTFDVSJUZHVBSEJOUIFMPCCZXBWFEUP5SBDZ4IFXBMLFEEPXO
UIF IBMM BOE PQFOFE UIF UIJSE EPPS PO UIF MFGU 4IF VTFE UP MPWF
DPNJOHIFSF VTFEUPMPWFQBTTJOHUIFmCFSHMBTTTJHOUIBUTQFMMFEPVU
ǵF3FBMJOHSBĜUJMFUUFST/PXUIFSFXFSFUFOQFPQMFXIPXPSLFE
there and a constant cloud of noise. It was like there was a contest
to see who could talk the loudest. Today, she needed to show her
face and let Jimmie know that the story was coming.
She opened her laptop and checked her email. Iman, one of
her line sisters had just gotten engaged. Tracy smiled and clicked
away her congratulations. Cool. A wedding in DC would be a
OJDFSFVOJPOGPSUIFN-PSELOPXTUIFSFXFSFOUHPJOHUPCFBOZ
XFEEJOHTJO)BSMFNBOZUJNFTPPO4IFIBEOUIBEBHPPEEBUFJO
NPOUIT8FMMTIFIBEIBEBQFSGFDUEBUF CVUJUDPVMEOUCFBEBUF
because it was work. Jimmie was talking on his cell phone when he
XBMLFEQBTUIFSEFTL5SBDZTNJMFEBOEHBWFIJNBUIVNCTVQ)F
OPEEFEBOELFQUNPWJOH4IFXBJUFEmWFNJOVUFTCFGPSFQBDLJOH
VQBOEMFBWJOH
4IFHSBCCFEBDPěFFBOEIJLFEUIFFJHIUCMPDLTUPUIFMJCSBSZ
ɬFIPMMPXTUJMMOFTTDBMNFEIFSBOEXPSETHVTIFEUISPVHIIFSmOHFSUJQTɬSFFIPVSTMBUFS TIFmOJTIFEUIFESBGUXJUIBTNJMF0O
.POEBZ TIF BOE +JNNJF XPVME BSHVF PWFS UIF FEJUJOH  CVU SJHIU
now she was triumphant.
She decided to write another piece while the iron was hot.
She blogged occasionally for 0OUIF3BH, a feminist newsletter that
DPWFSFEFWFSZUPQJDGSPNEBUJOHUPTFYTMBWFSZ5PEBZTIFQFOOFE
XPSETBCPVUIPXUPIBWFBHPPEIPPLVQi*GZPVmOEZPVSTFMG
IPSOZBOECPSFEPSFWFOMPOFMZBOESFTJHOFE JUTQSPCBCMZUJNFGPSBHPPE
IPPLVQZPVSCBUUFSZOFFETUPCFSFDIBSHFE3FNFNCFSMBEJFT BIPPLVQ
JTOPUBPOFOJHIUTUBOE/PPOFJTUBMLJOHZPVJOUPJU:PVBSFJODPOUSPM
4PESFTTGPSUIFUZQFPGOJHIUZPVXBOUUPIBWF:PVSFOPUBCPVUUPNFFU
ZPVSIVTCBOEZPVSFHPJOHUPNFFUBOFXQFOJT4IPXTPNFTLJO8IFO
ZPVTFFZPVSSFnFDUJPO ZPVSPXOSFTQPOTFTIPVMECF i%BNOàwǵFOHPPVU
BOEPXOUIBUOJHIU%BODFBTNVDIBTZPVXBOUUPESJOLBTNVDIBT
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ZPVDBOIBOEMFǵFOmOEUIFIPUUFTUHVZJOUIFCBSBOETUBSFIJNEPXO 
*HVBSBOUFFIFXJMMXBMLPWFSUPZPV/PXBMMZPVIBWFUPEPJTUFMMIJN
IPXZPVMJLFJUǵJTJTZPVSOJHIUIFCFUUFSGVDLZPVSJHIUShe rattled
Pě UIF SFTU BOE IFBEFE CBDL UP )BSMFN  IFS NPVUI XBUFSJOH GPS
BmTIGSZɬPVHITIFXBTFWFSDPOTDJPVTPGNBJOUBJOJOHIFSTJ[F
FJHIUmHVSFUIJDLFOPVHIUPLFFQBCSPUIFSTBUUFOUJPO CVUTMJN
FOPVHIUPDBUDIBXIJUFHVZTFZFT TIFIBEBOJOOFSGBUHJSMUIBUIBE
to be satiated.
-FOPY -PVOHF OPU POMZ IBE UIF CFTU mTI GSZ JO )BSMFN  JU
XPVMEBMTPCFBHSFBUTFUUJOHGPSIFSWJEFPCMPHi/FX(JSMJOUIF
$JUZw"GUFSSFDFJWJOHTVDIUSFNFOEPVTGFFECBDLPOIFSTPDJBMOFUworking pages, she decided to launch a blog of herself frequentJOH EJěFSFOU GPPE TQPUT JO /FX :PSL )FS MBTU QPTU PG ESVOLFO
exploits at the 24 hour seafood spot on 125thIBEHPUUFOPWFS 
WJFXT5PEBZTQPTUXPVMECFDBMNFS4IFUPPLBTFBUBUUIFDPVOUFS 
propped her Go Pro up and began talking. “Welcome to another
FQJTPEFPG/FX(JSMJOUIF$JUZ*N5SBDZBOESJHIUOPX*NBU
-FOPY-PVOHF IPNFPGUIFCFTUmTIGSZJOUIF$JUZ"JOUUIBUSJHIU
Tony?” She turned her camera towards the grumpy waiter who had
just taken her order.
“Get that shit outta my face.”
Tracy laughed and turned the camera back towards her. “I
EJEOUTBZUIFTFSWJDFXBTHSFBU CVUUIFGPPEXJMMNBLFZPVTMBQZPVS
NBNBw)FSQIPOFCV[[FE*UXBT'SBODPJT B)BJUJBOMJOFDPPLTIF
XBTTFFJOH4IFLFQUUBMLJOHUPUIFDBNFSBi*EPOULOPXXIZUIJT
guy keeps calling me.” She let it ring for a moment before putting
it on speaker phone.
“Hello?”
“Damn, I thought I was about to watch you ignore my call.
ɬBUXPVMEIBWFCFFOEFQSFTTJOHw
4IF TXJWFMFE BSPVOE JO IFS TFBU BT IF XBMLFE VQ UP IFS )F
kissed her full on the mouth. “Hey, pretty lady.”
She broke the embrace quickly and smiled tightly at him. “I
suppose absence does make the heart grow fonder.”
i&TQFDJBMMZXIFOJUTGPSDFEPOZPV8PNBO *WFCFFODBMMing you.”
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i"OE*WFCFFOCVTZ4BZIJUPUIFDBNFSBw
He faltered for a bit, but then plastered on a grin. “Hi, world.
I am Francois, one of the best chefs in the city. Ask my girl here—“
5SBDZTDPPUFEDMPTFSUPIJNi)FEFmOJUFMZIBTTLJMMT/PPOFJT
DPPLJOHMJLFNZNBO)JTGPPEJTTPVMGVM CVUIBTQSFDJTJPOFWFSZUIJOHJTTPXFMMCBMBODFE DPPLFEUPQFSGFDUJPO*GZPVSFFWFSJOUIF
DJUZ NBLFTVSFZPVDIFDLIJNPVUBU,JOHTUPOTPO#SPBEXBZBOE
7thw'SBODPJTXBTDPPMTPTIFEJEOUNJOECJHHJOHIJNVQ)FNBEF
her jerk chicken quesadillas on their second date that were so good
she let him eat her afterwards. Unfortunately, she lost all interest
after she came. He kept calling and she wanted to like him, but
there was just no spark.
)FSGPPEBSSJWFE4IFBUFJUTMPXMZ TFEVDUJWFMZ BTTIFOBSSBUFE
JOUPUIFDBNFSBi*XJTIZBMMDPVMEUBTUFUIJTɬFTFBTPOJOHJTCPME 
but delicate.” She licked her fork. “And the texture, crisp on the
outside, but soft and warm in the inside.”
'SBODPJTUISFXBOBSNBSPVOEIFSi:FT JUTWFSZTPGUBOEWFSZ
XBSNJOUIFJOTJEFɬBUTUIFCFTUQBSUw
4IFSPMMFEIFSFZFTi"MSJHIUGPMLT UIBOLTGPSXBUDIJOHɬJT
new girl in the city is out.” Francois handled the check and she
promised to call him.
4IF XFOU IPNF DIBOHFE JOUP B UVCF ESFTT BOE CMB[FS BOE
IFBEFEUP4ISJOFɬFTPVOEPGBCMVFTZCBTTHVJUBSHSFFUFEIFSBT
she slid inside. A sexy brother with dreads eyed her. She held his
HB[FBOETNJMFEBUIJN"GUFSmWFNJOVUFT TIFHBWFJOBOEPSEFSFE
BESJOL)FTJEMFEPWFSUPIFSTPPOBGUFSUIBU0GDPVSTFIJTDIFBQ
ass waited to approach her until after she bought her own drink.
She knew that trick.
i*NTPSSZ *DPVMEOUTUPQXBUDIJOHZPV:PVBSFSFBMMZCFBVUJGVMw
5SBDZTNJMFEi"OE*NTPSSZ CVU*NSFBMMZOPUJOUFSFTUFEw
4IFUVSOFEGSPNIJNBOETUBZFEBOEXBUDIFEGPVSBDUTɬFO
TIFIPQQFEBUSBJOBOENFUTPNFHJSMTJO5JNF4RVBSFɬFZESBOL
QJUDIFSTPGNBSHBSJUBTJOɬF-PVOHF BDIJMMNJYFETQPUUIBUIBE
IJQIPQLBSBPLF*UXBTBMJUUMFIPLFZ CVUGVOOZBTIFMMɬFZMFGU
and cabbed it and went to a party in Soho. She got home around
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four, but was still restless. She grabbed her phone and scrolled
through some texts before putting it down again.
ɬF OFYU EBZ TIF DMJNCFE UIF mSF FTDBQF UP UIF UPQ PG IFS
CVJMEJOH MJUBKPJOU BOEMPPLFEPWFSBUUIFDJUZɬJTXBTIFSXFFLMZ
SJUVBM)BSMFNXBTRVJFUPO4VOEBZT"UmSTUTIFBUUSJCVUFEUIBUUP
UIF JOHSBJOFE SFWFSFODF #MBDLT IBWF GPS UIF -PSET EBZ 4IF MJLFE
UIBUɬFOTIFTUBSUFEUPMJLFOJUUPUIFPOMZSFTUEBZPGUIFTMBWFT
ɬBUTIFEJEOPUMJLF

ÞÞÞÞÞ ÞÞÞÞÞ
Two more years went by. ǵF3FBMXBTEPJOHCFUUFSUIBOFWFS#JHHFS
BSUJTUTDBNFBOETPEJEBOFWFOCJHHFSTUBěBOETPXFOUUIFGBNJMJBM
JOUJNBDZɬFSFXBTBMXBZTBIPPQUPKVNQUISPVHIOPXɬFSFXFSF
NPSFQVCMJDJTUTUSZJOHUPTUFFSUIFEJSFDUJPOPGIFSJOUFSWJFXT NPSF
ankle grabbing to secure artists, fewer pieces about social issues.
+JNNJFXPVMEOPUSFMFOUXJUIUIFFEJUJOHOPXɬFXJUUZFEHFJO
IFS QJFDFT XBT XIJUUMFE EPXO UP QBTTJWF BHHSFTTJWF NVTJOHTɬJT
was not ǵF3FBMUIBUTIFIBEMPWFEɬJTXBTOPUXIZTIFIBEDPNF
to New York.
She could see now where ǵF3FBM ended and where she began.
She made time to date. Her schedule and social circle eliminated
SFHVMBSHVZT*GTIFXBOUFEUPIBWFMPOHFWJUZJOIFSDBSFFS BSUJTUT
no matter how much of a gentleman they were or how sexy they
looked when an Italian moon danced on their features—were out.
So were music execs. Athletes were cool, but often too self-absorbed
for anything substantial. Financial guys were the worst and actors
were just strange.
ɬFSFXBTBMXBZTTPNFUIJOHUPEPBOE5SBDZXBTEFUFSNJOFE
UPOPUMFUBOZPOFPVUXPSLIFSɬPVHITIFXBTJOUIFDFOUFSPGUIF
NVTJD TIF IBE MPWFE TP NVDI  TIF GPVOE IFSTFMG USBQQFE PVUTJEF
from all of it. At album release parties, music blared and pills and
MJRVPSnPXFE BOETIFEJEOUGFFMBUIJOH"UDPODFSUT TIFXBUDIFE
FWFSZPOFXJUIUIFJSBSNTSBJTFEBOEXPOEFSFEKVTUXIBUUIFZXFSF
celebrating. At radio parties, jokes were told and she laughed, but
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JUEJEOUXBSNIFS4PNFUIJOHEJEOUGFFMSJHIU*UXBTOUGVOBOZmore. She was always tired, always stressed, and less and less proud
PGFWFSZOFXJTTVF4IFGPVOEIFSTFMGDSZJOHPVUUP(PEBHBJO4IF
EJEOULOPXIPXMPOHTIFDPVMELFFQUIJTVQBOETIFEJEOULOPX
what else to do.
ɬF5SBHJDJOUFSWJFXCSPLFVQIFSGPH NJMFTVQJOUIF
BJSTIFSFWJFXFEIFSOPUFT USJFEUPHFUBGFFMGPSXIPIFSFBMMZXBT
She knew he was a church kid, born and raised in Oakland, played
three instruments, did a tour in Iraq. And she really dug his music.
)JTmSTUNJYUBQFXBTBOVOEFSHSPVOETNBTIUIBUFWFOIBE#SPPLlyn heads nodding. No one could deny that he could spit. His politJDBM DPNNFOUBSZ XBT SFNJOJTDFOU PG /BT  IJT QMBZBSJmD UBMFT SBOH
of Too Short. Tragic could just as easily rap about fucking hoes as
SBJTJOH#MBDLNFOUPIBWFIPOPS)FXBTBCSFBUIPGGSFTIBJSBOE
was quickly signed to a mega label and immediately deemed the
QSPU½H½PG4LJMM[ BMFHFOEBSZSBQQJOHQSPEVDFSɬPVHI4LJMM[QSPEVDUJPOXBTUIFQFSGFDUCBDLESPQGPS5SBHJDTnPX 5SBDZXPOEFSFE
JGUIFSFXBTBSJěUIFSF4POTIJQEJEOUTFFNMJLF5SBHJDTTUZMFɬBU
could be her angle.
She closed her notes and looked out of the tiny hole that was
NBTRVFSBEJOHBTBXJOEPXɬFTLZXBTBESFBNZCMVFUIBUTFOUIFS
NJOEUPEBZESFBNJOH4IFTIPVMEUBLFBWBDBUJPO4IFTIPVMEHP
TPNFXIFSFBOEMFUUIFPDFBOIFBMIFS#VUTIFEJEOUIBWFBOZCPEZ
to go with. She pulled the window shade down.
Her mind was back on business as soon as the plane started
its descent. Tragic had been communicating with Tracy sans publicist or assistant and insisted on picking her up from the airport.
She was barreling towards ground transportation, shades on, phone
to her ear, prepared for him to be late, when she saw him walking
UPXBSET IFS )F IVHHFE IFS CFGPSF UBLJOH IFS DBSSZPO CBHi*UT
HPPEUPmOBMMZNFFUZPVw
Tracy smiled. He was real. Unassuming in his khaki shorts,
white tee, and Adidas they made it to his car unmolested by fans.
ɬF DBS JUTFMG  B 4BUVSO "TUSB  XBT OPU MJLFMZ UP HJWF UIFN BXBZ
5SBDZQVUPOIFSTFBUCFMUi*TFFZPVSFMPXLFZ0SJTBMMPGUIJTKVTU
GPSNZCFOFmU w
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i4IJU JUTGPSNZCFOFmU*HPUBEBVHIUFSBOE*EPOUQMBOPO
FWFSIBWJOHUPCMPXNPUIFSGVDLBTVQJOPSEFSUPGFFEIFSBHBJOw
i:FBI*SFBETPNFXIFSFUIBUTIFTUIFSFBTPOXIZZPVFOMJTUFE
Good thing for her conscience that you made it back.”
i4IFXPVMEOUIBWFFWFSLOPXOBCPVUUIBUw
5SBDZ UVSOFE UP MPPL BU IJN i* HVFTT ZPVS GBNJMZT OPU MJLF
NJOF8JUIVT FWFSZTBDSJmDFJTQVCMJTIFE UIFBQQSPQSJBUFBQQSFDJBUJPONVTUCFQBJEw4IFQVUIFSmOHFSTPOIFSDIFFLTBOEMJGUFE
to fake a smile.
He laughed. “Guess you know a little something about that.”
She knew a lot about that. Her future had been planned and
QSBZFE GPS TJODF UIF NPNFOU IFS NPUIFS SFBMJ[FE TIF XBT QSFHnant. When she was fourteen her father had worked enough double
TIJGUTBU,PEBLBOEIFSNPUIFSIBEDMFBOFEFOPVHIIPVTFTUPNPWF
UIFNGSPNUIFJSBQBSUNFOUUIBUXBTBTUPOFTUISPXBXBZGSPNUIF
projects, to a pocketbook house in Brighton, a suburb with the best
TDIPPMEJTUSJDUJOUIFDPVOUZ&WFSZPUIFSQFOOZIBECFFOTBWFEGPS
IFSFEVDBUJPO4IFXFOUUPUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG1FOOTZMWBOJBJOTUFBE
of Howard, but was happy to make her parents so proud. Of course,
the shoe dropped on graduation day when she announced she was
NPWJOHUP)BSMFNUPXSJUFJOTUFBEPGHPJOHUPMBXTDIPPMɬJTUJNF
she would not be dissuaded. She had done her duty, the rest of her
life would be for her.
i6TFEUP.ZQBSFOUTNPWFECBDLUP(VZBOBMBTUZFBS)BMMFlujah, I can breathe!” She laughed. “What about you? You close to
your folks?”
i8FTUBSUJOHUIFJOUFSWJFXBMMSFBEZ *DBOUGFFEZPVmSTU w
)FQBSLFEUIFDBSPO4FWFOUI"WFOVF8BMLJOHUPXBSET+FTTFT BOBUVSBMTPVMGPPESFTUBVSBOUUIBUIFTXPSFDPVMEQVU4ZMWJBT
out of business, Tracy could barely contain herself. She could just
FOWJTJPOUIF[PPUTVJUFTPGUIFAT #PCCZ4FBMFXBMLJOHUIFTUSFFU
in his black leather in the 60s, afro glistening in the sunshine. She
wanted to soak it all in.
Inside, the smell of fried chicken and framed photographs
greeted them. A few patrons sat along a glistening counter. A plump
woman with a huge smile and gap to match spoke. “Hey Blake, go
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BIFBEBOEIBWFBTFBUw5SBDZGPMMPXFEIJNUPBCPPUIJOUIFCBDL
He slid down across from her. “First time in Oakland?”
4IFMBVHIFEi*TJUUIBUPCWJPVT *NTPSSZ CVUUIJTJTTPFYDJUJOH " NBKPS NPWFNFOU JO IJTUPSZ  TUBSUFE SJHIU IFSF 8FSF ZPVS
QBSFOUTQBOUIFST w4IFNPUJPOFEUPXBSEIJTSJHIUGPSFBSNXIJDI
XBT DPWFSFE XJUI B NVSBM 4IF NBEF PVU 3*1 EBUFT BOE JNBHFT
PG5VQBD  .BMDPMN 9  #JCMF WFSTFT  BSNZ UBOLT  CVCCMF MFUUFST  BO
JOGBOUTGBDF BOE)VFZ/FXUPO
“No. In the beginning people used to be scared by all of that.
/JHHBT UBMLJOH BCPVU DPNNVOJTN BOE TFMGTPWFSFJHOUZ  BOE UIFSF
CFJOHOP(PE OPPOFXBOUFEUPCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIBU*UEJEOU
get fashionable until the leather and guns came out. Towards the
end there were too many rules, too many bodies, and too much talk.
Niggas got tired of listening to that shit.” He rubbed his arm. “All
PGUIJTSJHIUIFSFJTKVTUBQIZTJDBMNBOJGFTUBUJPOPGFWFSZUIJOHUIBU
has gotten me here.”
i:PVFWFSXPSSZUIBUOJHHBTXJMMHFUTJDLPGMJTUFOJOHUPZPV w
i* OFWFS XBOUFE UIFN UP MJTUFO UP NF JO UIF mSTU QMBDF *WF
CFFOTIZNZXIPMFMJGF BMXBZTTUBZFEUPNZTFMGɬJTSBQQJOHTIJU
JTBDPNQMFUFBOEUPUBMBDDJEFOU*TUBSUFETQJUUJOHXIFO*XBTmSTU
TIJQQFEUP*SBR-VQFTBJEA)JQIPQTBWFENZMJGFɬBUJTTPNFSFBM
TIJU*XPVMEBXFOUDSB[ZIBE*LFQUBMMPGUIJTJO*UKVTULFQUDPNJOH
PVU"MMPGJU#VUUIFSFZPVHPUSZJOHUPTUBSUUIFJOUFSWJFXBHBJOw
4IF UJMUFE IFS EJHJUBM UBQF SFDPSEFS UPXBSET IJNiɬF JOUFSWJFXCFFOTUBSUFE:PVGPSHPUXIBU*NIFSFGPS w
He took the recorder from her and pressed stop. “Not yet. Let
NFGFFEZPVmSTU TIPXZPVNZDJUZ)PXZPVHPOJOUFSWJFXTPNFCPEZZPVEPOULOPX w
She raised her hands in surrender. He was cool. And when
+FTTFIFSTFMGQMBDFEBTUFBNJOHQMBUFPGGSJFEDBUmTI SJDF CMBDLFZFE
QFBT BOE HSFFOT nBWPSFE XJUI PSHBOJD TNPLFE UVSLFZ  TIF EJEOU
IBWFBOZQSPUFTUTɬFGPPEXBTKVTUBTBNB[JOHBTIFTBJE
She spent the entire day with him. On their way to his barber
IF CFFQFE IJT IPSO BU B TUPDLZ EVEF PO B CJLFi8IBU VQ PM CJH
head ass nigga.”
ɬFHVZPOUIFCJLFMBVHIFEKPWJBMMZi4BNFTIJUNZOJHHBw
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5SBHJDDIVDLFEIJNBEFVDFBOETQFECBDLVQiɬBUOJHHBT
TJTUFS VTFE UP TVDL FWFSZCPEZ Pěw *O UIF NBMM  IF TMBQQFE TPNF
dudes up, nodded at a few females, and stopped for a couple of pictures. Seeing him here was no unusual occurrence. In the sneaker
store, a bow-legged kid with freckles in a striped uniform handed
5SBHJDBCPYPGTOFBLFSTCFGPSFIFDPVMEFWFOPQFOIJTNPVUIi(PPE
MPPL 5POZ5FMMZPVSNBNB*TBJEIFZwɬJTXBTIJTmSTUIPNFUPXO
QFSGPSNBODFTJODFHPJOHNBKPS CVUJUXBTPCWJPVTUIBUIFXBTOP
TUSBOHFSUPIJTDJUZɬFZXFOUUPIJTXFFENBOBOEUIFOCBDLUPIJT
ranch style home in a middle class neighborhood to change.
“Make yourself at home.” Her eyes darted around the moment
IFEJTBQQFBSFEEPXOUIFIBMMXBZ1JOL$POWFSTFTXFSFOFYUUPUIF
door. In the kitchen, a fourth grade report card was on the refrigFSBUPSBOEBTJYQBDLPG)FJOFLFOBOEBQJ[[BCPYXFSFUIFPOMZ
UIJOHTJOTJEF#BDLJOUIFMJWJOHSPPNBQJDUVSFPGBTOBHHMFUPPUI
girl smiled at her from the mantel. She wondered what type of
GBUIFS IF XBTɬF TPVOE PG IJT TUFQT CFIJOE IFS JOUFSSVQUFE IFS
thoughts. She turned to face him. He still had on his clothes from
earlier, but he added a thick rope chain and the new sneakers.
i:PVMPPLHPPE)PXDPNFZPVEPOUIBWFBQJDUVSFVQPGZPV
with your daughter?”
)FTISVHHFEi*NIPNFOPX*EPOUOFFEQJDUVSFTw
ɬFZIFBEFEUPUIFBSFOB4IFXBTTVSQSJTFEUIBUUIFZIBEOU
linked up with any of his homies. Most of the artists she met hated
CFJOHBMPOFi8IFSFTZPVSFOUPVSBHF ɬFZNFFUJOHVTVQUIFSF w
He laughed. “What entourage? Niggas stopped fucking with
me when I came home. I was fucked up, bad. I was on pain meds,
ESVOL IJHIBMMPGUIFUJNF6TFEUPKVTU[POFPVUɬFZUPMENF*
VTFEUPTBZTPNFXJMETIJU"OE*NBNFBOESVOL TUBSUFEXBJMJOH
POFN$BOUCMBNFOJHHBTGPSOPUEFBMJOHXJUIUIBU*EPOUCMBNF
my baby mom either.”
“What about now?”
i/PX*NHPPE#VU*EPOUIBWFOPGSJFOET EPOUIBWFOPHJSM
*UT KVTU NF BOE UIJT NVTJD * NJHIU SPMM POF VQ  LJDL JU  MPPL PVU
XIFOOJHHBTOFFEIFMQ#VU*EPOUIBWFOPPOFBSPVOENFw
She held out her recorder. “Except for journalists.”
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"HBJOIFDMJDLFEUIFEFWJDFPěi+VTUWJCFXJUINFNBO:PVSF
not going to deny a fan are you?”
i:PVSFBGBO w
“Oh yeah. You write some real shit. Like, some mags kiss artists
BTT:PVSTUVěJTQPTJUJWF CVUUIFSFTBOFEHFUPJU*UTMJLFZPVIPMEB
DBNFSBVQUPNPUIFSGVDLBT BOEZPVBJOUQIPUPTIPQQJOTIJUw
)FBUSBOUP5SBDZTGBDF)FXBTBGBOPGherXPSLiɬBOLZPVw
i/PEPVCU"OEUIPTFWJEFPTZPVNBLFBSFGVOOZBTIFMMɬBUT
why I was hyped to meet you. You seem like a fun person to be
around.”
Tracy watched him as he spoke. A lot of artists liked to kiss
VQUPIFS XBOUJOHIFSUPQBJOUUIFNJOUIFNPTUGBWPSBCMFMJHIU
5SBHJDTFFNFETJODFSFUIPVHI4IJU TIFXBTGVO4IFXBTOUXBMLJOH
BSPVOEXJUIBTUJDLVQIFSBTT BGSBJEUPIBWFBHPPEUJNF.BZCF
it was New York that had been bothering her. A change of scenery
and a new friend might be just what she needed. She shrugged.
“Yeah I am.”
)FMBVHIFEiɬBUTXIBU*NUBMLJOHBCPVU*MJLFZPVSFOFSHZ
I need that right now. Just build with me. You can start the interWJFXUIFTFDPOE*HFUPěTUBHF*QSPNJTFw
)JTTIPXXBTBNB[JOH*UGFMUNPSFMJLFBPOFNBO#SPBEXBZ
QMBZUIBOBSBQDPODFSUɬFSFXFSFOPIZQFNFO KVTUIJNBOEIJT
EFFKBZ)FMFEUIFDSPXEUISPVHITPOHT TUPQQFEUPHJWFQFSTPOBM
anecdotes about the making of the music, the time he got pistol
XIJQQFEBGUFSIFUSJFEUPSJQPěBEFBMFS UIFGSJFOETIFIBEMPTU
ɬFOUIF4LJMM[QSPEVDFEFMFDUSJDHVJUBSDIPSETPGIJTOFXFTUTJOgle dropped. He jumped up and down, ran across the stage. He
screamed into the mic “All I got is this here pen/And if I die, Lord
please let me in/Soul so dark, heart full of sin.” Tracy was mesmerJ[FE"IPTUPGOFXRVFTUJPOTDBNFUPIFSNJOE
5SBHJDXBTDPWFSFEJOTXFBUXIFOIFNFUIFSCBDLTUBHF)F
MJGUFE5SBDZPěPGIFSGFFUBOETXVOHIFSBSPVOE4IFEJEOUNJOE
And when he passed her a blunt she only hesitated for a moment.
*UXBTOUUIBUTIFNBEFJUBIBCJUUPTNPLFXJUIIFSJOUFSWJFXFFT 
but she felt like she had made a new friend. She needed that right
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OPX1MVT UIFSFXBTOPXBZTIFDPVMESFGVTFTPNF$BMJXFFEUIBU
would almost be sinful.

ÞÞÞÞÞ ÞÞÞÞÞ
4IFXBTnPBUJOH CPVOEMFTTTVTQFOEFEJOBOPUIJOHOFTTɬFOMJHIU
CFHBO UP USJDLMF JO "U mSTU TIF XBT QV[[MFE CZ JU  B CJU JOUSJHVFE
by its spreading presence. But then it was the only thing she could
feel and she was awake. She opened her eyes. Where was she? She
was laid out on a bed. It was still made. Her eyes quickly roamed
PWFSUIFSPPN4IFXBTJOBIPUFM8BTTIFBMPOF )FSIFBSURVJDLFOFE&WFSZUIJOHXBTRVJFUTBWFGPSUIFTPVOEPGBEJTUBOUWBDVVN
DMFBOFS 4IF HJOHFSMZ SBO IFS IBOET PWFS IFS CPEZ 4IF XBT GVMMZ
clothed. When she got to her face, there was something wet, something thick. Oh God. She hurled. For a few moments, her body
IFBWFEJODPOWVMTJPOTɬFOTIFXBTESFODIFEJOTXFBU DSZJOHBOE
gagging until there was nothing else to come out.
She closed her eyes and tried to remember. She remembered
Tragic swinging her around after the show, her coughing after
hitting the blunt, their laughter. She noticed the tape recorder on
the night stand. She stared it, afraid of what it might say. Finally,
TIFDSBXMFEPWFSUPJUBOEQSFTTFEQMBZ)JTWPJDFTPVOEFEEJTUBOU 
IBVOUFEi&WFSZCPEZTPTIPDLFEUIBU*NBEFJUPOUIFTDFOFTPGBTU
ɬFZEPOUVOEFSTUBOEUIBU*XBTTFOUIFSFɬJTXBTEFTUJOFEw
)FSPXOWPJDFXBTGFBUIFSZi4FOUIFSF w
i.Z TUFQT BSF PSEFSFE &WFSZUIJOH UIBU * CFFO UISPVHI .Z
pops was a pastor used to beat the shit outta me and quote ScripUVSFA$IBTUFOUIZTPOXIJMFUIFSFJTIPQF BOEMFUOPUUIZTPVMTQBSF
GPSIJTDSZJOH/PX*EPOULOPXJGUIFHPPECPPLNFBOUUIBUZPV
CSFBL ZPVS LJET SJCT #VU BQQBSFOUMZ JU EJE  CFDBVTF OPCPEZ EJE
nothing.”
)F XFOU PO UP UFMM IFS BCPVU IJT mSTU FYDVSTJPO JO 'BMMVKBI
i/JHHBTIFSFUIJOLUIFZLOPXBCPVUXBSɬFZUIJOLUIFJSMJUUMFQFB
shooters and petty ass beef is a war. No, a war is when you suit up
JOEFHSFFIFBUBOENBSDIEPXOBTUSFFUXIPTFOBNFZPVDBOU
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FWFOQSPOPVODFBOEBO*&%HPFTPěBOEZPVTFFZPVSNBOUPSOJO
IBMG MJUFSBMMZUPSOJOIBMG*OUFTUJOFTPP[JOHPVUɬBUTXBSw
ɬF DPOWFSTBUJPO MJHIUFOT XIFO IF TQFBLT PG IJT EBVHIUFS
iɬBUMJUUMFHJSMJTBTUSBJHIUDIBSBDUFS4IFTHJSMZBTIFMM POMZXFBST
ESFTTFT CVUBUUIFTBNFUJNFTIFTBMJUUMFUPNCPZ*NFBOTIFHPUB
NFBODSPTTPWFS*NBHJOFBMJUUMFHJSMCSFBLJOHTPNFPOFTBOLMFTJOB
dress.” Tracy could make out the sound of her own laughter, it was
UISPBUZBOETIPSUɬFJOUFSWJFXEBSLFOTBHBJOXIFOTIFBTLTBCPVU
IJTNPNi*UMMCFUIFCFTUEBZPGNZMJGFXIFOUIBUCJUDIEJFTw#VU
JUXBTOUVOUJMOFBSUIFFOEPGUIFSFDPSEJOHUIBUIFSCMPPESBODPME
“Yo, what the fuck did we smoke?”
“A little of this, a little of that. Welcome to the West Coast
nigga.”
)FSWPJDFJTQBOJDLFEi8IBU w
i%POUUSJQ HPXJUIJU3FMBYZPVSNJOECBCZɬBUTXIBUXF
EP XJUI UIJT NVTJD 3JHIU CFBU  SJHIU nPX  XF DBO TBZ BOZUIJOH
We ease it in, nice and smooth, you hardly feel it.” He started to
GSFFTUZMFi/JHHBT JT USJQQJOHDBVTF XIFO NZ QFO HFU UP MFBLJOH
UIFEFNPOTJONZIFBEUBLFPWFSTUBSUCBSLJOHBOETQFBLJOH)PU
CJUDI'BUBTT4PXFGSFBLJOUIJTXFFLFOEMFHTQBSUTPVMPQFOUIBUT
XIFO*TOFBLJOw)FMBVHIFEi8FHFUPWFSBNJMMJPONPUIFSGVDLBT
singing along to that and we got something.”
i8FHPUBXBSQMBZJOHPVUJOGSPOUPGFWFSZCPEZBOEUIFZBMM
QSFUFOEOPUUPTFFJU*UEPFTOUNBUUFSIPXNBOZ:PV5VCFWJEFPT
QFPQMFNBLF IPXNBOZPGPVSTFDSFUTHFUMFBLFE OPPOFCFMJFWFTJU 
OPPOFDBSFT8FSFBEUIFMJUUMFDIBUTBOEMBVHI1FPQMFUBMLJOCPVU 
AɬFZEPOUNFBOJUMJLFUIBU8IBUUIFGVDLFMTFDPVMEXFNFBO w
“We?”
i*UPMEZPV*XBTTFOUIFSF*XBTTJYNPOUITJOɬFZTFOUVTUP
EJTBCMFTPNFCPNCT*IBEOUFWFOCFFOUSBJOFEJOUIBUTIJUZFUɬFZ
UBMLJOHCPVUJUTmFMEFYQFSJFODF)BMGBLJMPNFUFSJO POFEFUPOBUFT
*EPOUSFNFNCFSUIFSFTU0OFNJOVUF*NXBMLJOH TXFBUJOHGSPN
UIF IFBU BOE OFSWFT UIF OFYU NJOVUF *N JO UIF JOmSNBSZ 4LVMM
cracked. It was touch and go for a few weeks. But someone came
to see me.”
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“Who?”
i)FUPMENFUIBU*XPVMESBQɬBUIFXPVMEHJWFNFUIFXPSET
and that my music would pierce hearts.”
“Who?”
“He said I would win souls for him. He said that the music is
KVTUUIFCFHJOOJOH#ZUIFUJNFUIFCBUUMFDPNFTXFMMIBWFFOPVHI
people on our side.”
ɬFSFDPSEJOHTUPQQFEUIFSFBOEUIPVHIJUXBTPWFSUISFFIPVST
MPOH TIFEJEOUSFNFNCFSBOZPGJU8IFOTIFTBUEPXOBUIFSMBQUPQ
UPXSJUFUIFTUPSZIFSIBOETTIPPL4IFEJEOUXBOUUPMJTUFOUPUIF
UBQFBHBJOTIFEJEOUXBOUUPUIJOLBCPVUUIFUIJOHT5SBHJDIBETBJE
4IFEJEOUXBOUUPUIJOLBCPVUXIBUXBTOUPOUIFUBQF
)FTBJEBCBUUMFXBTDPNJOHBOETIFCFMJFWFEIJN4PNFUIJOH
IBE CFFO Pě SFDFOUMZ 4IF GFMU TPNFUIJOH EJěFSFOU XIFO TIF MJTtened to the music. It was almost like a presence, like an aroma that
only she could smell. She would look at those around her and see
UIBUUIFZXFSFUPUBMMZVOBěFDUFE4PTIFEJTNJTTFEJUVOUJMTIFTBU
down with an artist and felt its presence again. And there it was
XIFO TIF PQFOFE B mOBM DPQZ PG ǵF 3FBM. Something tugged at
IFS*UXIJTQFSFETFDSFUTJOUPIFSFBSɬFSFBMNVTJDIBECFFOLJEOBQQFE8IBUTUPPEJOJUTQMBDFXBTBOFWJMJNQPTUPS)JQIPQXBT
OPMPOHFSUIFNVTJDPGUIFQFPQMF*UOPMPOHFSHBWFBWPJDFUPUIF
abandoned and disenfranchised.
ɬF OFX IJQIPQ  UIF DMFWFS JNQPTUPS  IBE NJMMJPOT IZQOPUJ[FE UISPVHI TVQFS QPXFSFE IFBEQIPOFT BOE MVMMFE JOUP B GBMTF
DPOTDJPVTOFTT*OUIJTHSJNGBOUBTZ MPWFXBTSJEJDVMFE XPNFOXFSF
GVDLFE BOENPOFZXBTQMFOUJGVM3FBMOJHHBTEJEOUIPMEIBOETPS
IBWFGFFMJOHTPSHJWFBGVDLBCPVUBOZCPEZFMTF&YDPSSFDUJPOBMPĜDFSTXFSFSBQQJOHBCPVUnJQQJOHCSJDLTBOEUFFOBHFSTXFSFTQJUUJOH
“bang bang” and niggas were dying in the streets. Souls were being
XPOGPSUIFEFWJM
4IFTMBNNFEIFSMBQUPQTIVU4IFDPVMEOUXSJUFUIBU8IBU
QSPPGEJETIFIBWF 4IFXBTOUTPNFIBMGCBLFEDPOTQJSBDZUIFPSJTU
or desperate preacher. Maybe she had misunderstood what Tragic
TBJEi1FPQMFUBMLJO CPVU AɬFZEPOUNFBOJUMJLFUIBU 8IBUUIF
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GVDLFMTFDPVMEXFNFBO w4IFIFMEIFSGBDFJOIFSIBOETɬFSFXBT
OPNJTVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIBU)FIBECFFOWFSZQMBJOBMMBMPOH"MMPG
UIFNIBEɬFFOFNZXBTIJEJOHJOQMBJOTJHIU
5SBHJD XBT SJHIU UIF MZSJDT TQPLF GPS UIFNTFMWFT )F XBTOU
VTJOHTVCMJNJOBMNFTTBHFTIJEEFOJOCFBUTIFXBTHFUUJOHQFPQMF
UPTQFBLBTQFMMPVUMPVE5SBDZIBEUPmHVSFPVUBXBZUPHFUQFPQMFUPSFBMJ[FUIBU4IFPQFOFEIFSMBQUPQBHBJO CVUJUXBTMJLFIFS
mOHFSTXFSFGSP[FO4IFDPVMEOUUZQFBXPSE8IBUEJETIFOFFE
UPTBZBOZXBZ 4IFXPVMEKVTUUSBOTQPTFUIFUBQFBOEMFUFWFSZPOF
TFFGPSUIFNTFMWFT+JNNJFQSPCBCMZXPVMEOUFWFOSVOJU)FIBE
turned into a complete kiss ass recently. She swept her arm across
IFSEFTLBOEFWFSZUIJOHXFOUDSBTIJOHUPUIFnPPS4IFTPCCFEJOUP
IFSIBOETɬJTXPVMESVJOIFS#VUTIFIBECFDPNFBXSJUFSUPUFMM
UIFQFPQMFUIFUSVUIɬJTXBTXIZTIFIBEESFBNFEPG)BSMFNIFS
XIPMFMJGFɬJTXBTXIZTIFXBTIFSF
+JNNJFDBMMFEIFSJOUPIJTPĜDF'PSUIFmSTUGFXTFDPOETIF
XBTTJMFOU5SBDZTUBSFECBDLBUIJNɬFZIBEDPNFTPGBSUPHFUIFS
ɬFZIBECPUICFFOTFBSDIJOHGPSTPNFUIJOH8IBUUIBUXBTXBTOU
SFWFBMFE VOUJM OPX #VU +JNNJF MPPLFE XFBSZ BOE TIF DPVME OPU
CFHSVEHF IJN UIBU &WFSZUIJOH XBT BCPVU UP DIBOHF 'JOBMMZ IF
spoke. “Are you sure?”
She placed a copy of the recording on his desk and walked out.
He ran her story in its entirety.
ɬFCBDLMBTIXBTTXJGUBOEUIFJOUFSOFUXBTBCV[[ɬFQVSJTUT
said ǵF 3FBM XBT BMXBZT UPP DSJUJDBM PG BSUJTUT ɬF IJQTUFST TBJE
IFSBSUJDMFXBTTMBOUFEUPKVNQPOUIFJMMVNJOBUJCBOEXBHPOɬF
females said Tracy was a hater who half of the industry had ran
UISPVHIɬFQSFBDIFSTTBJEQFPQMFIBEUPPMJUFSBMBOJOUFSQSFUBUJPO
PGUIF#JCMFɬF#BUUMFPG"SNBHFEEPOXBTBOBMMFHPSZ"OEUIF
industry said the story was completely untrue and was a publicity stunt of a desperate mag. Hip-hop was was not intentionally
DPOUSJCVUJOH UP VSCBO WJPMFODF JU TJNQMZ XBT SFQPSUJOH JU 1FPQMF
QVUUPPNVDIQSFTTVSFPOSBQQFSTUIFZXBOUFEDFMFCSJUJFTUPSBJTF
their kids. Hip-hop had always been a report on the ghetto, not the
cause. It could not be blamed for what was happening in the streets.
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5SBHJD TBJE OPUIJOH )F EJEOU IBWF UP )F IBE XBOUFE UIBU
BSUJDMFUPCFQSJOUFE UIFXPSMETSFTQPOTFXBTDPOmSNBUJPOUIBUIJT
QMBOXBTXPSLJOHɬFNVTJDIBEUSVMZCSBJOXBTIFEUIFNBMMɬF
CBUUMFmFMEXBTSJQF
+JNNJFUPMEIFSJUXPVMEBMMCMPXPWFSi5BLFBGFXEBZTPě 
EPOUSFTQPOEUPBOZPGUIJT/PUXFFUT OPTUBUVTFT OPUIJOHw5XP
XFFLTMBUFSIFDBMMFEUPTBZTIFXPVMEIBWFUPJTTVFBQVCMJDBQPMPHZ
)JTUPOFXBTTUFSOi*DBOUCFMJFWF*MFUZPVUBMLNFJOUPSVOOJOH
that piece.”
i8IBUBSFZPVUBMLJOHBCPVU *EJEOUUBMLZPVJOUPBOZUIJOH
You heard it for yourself--”
i:FBI 8FMM OPPOFCFMJFWFTJUw
i0IUIFZCFMJFWFJU UIFZKVTUEPOUHJWFBGVDLɬBUTXIZZPV
TUBSUFEUIJTNBHB[JOFɬFQFPQMFOFFEUPCFXPLFOVQà:PVTPCVTZ
TFMMJOHBETQBDFBOELJTTJOHBTTUIBUZPVSFNJTTJOHUIFXIPMFGVDLing point. We are ǵF3FBM. We expose the truth, we shake people
XIFOUIFZEPOUXBOUUPIFBSJU)PXDBOXFTUBOECZBOEMFUUIFTF
NPUIFSGVDLBTDBTUTQFMMTUIBUBSFLJMMJOHPVSQFPQMFɬFTFNPUIFSfuckas are killing our people! You think the homicide rate in ChiDBHPJTBOBDDJEFOU 8FIBWFUPXBLFFWFSZCPEZVQw)FSIFBSUCFBU
wildly as she clutched the phone.
Jimmie sounded exhausted on the other end. “Tracy, how can
*EPUIBUJG*EPOUIBWFBNBHB[JOF 5SBHJDTMBCFMDPVMETIVUPVS
MJHIUTPě*TTVFUIFBQPMPHZPSmOEBOPUIFSQSPGFTTJPOw)FIVOH
VQ4IFOFWFSTQPLFUP+JNNJFBHBJO
No other editors were interested in talking to her either. Her
FNBJMT BOE DBMMT BOE FWFO IFS WJTJUT UP QVCMJDBUJPOT UIBU VTFE UP
TXPPOPWFSIFSXFSFGSVJUMFTT/PPOFXBTBWBJMBCMF&WFOOn the
3BHJHOPSFEIFS4PNVDIGPSTJTUFSIPPEɬFQPTUTPOIFSTPDJBM
OFUXPSLJOHXFSFTPWJDJPVTUIBUTIFTIVUUIFNBMMEPXO)FSCBOL
account was quickly dwindling and her phone was blaringly quiet.
*UEJEOUNBUUFSBOZXBZ TIFDPVMEOPMPOHFSXSJUF4IFTBUJO
front of her laptop and pecked away but the words were empty,
their meaning blank. It was the same thing with her journal, she
mMMFE UIF QBHFT XJUI NBE TDSJCCMFT  UIF QBQFS SJQQFE XIFSF TIF
pressed too hard.
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She had to do something. She temped, but that money was
CBSFMZFOPVHIUPDPWFSSFOU4IFXFOUUPTFF4UFQIBOJF IFSSFDSVJUFS
at the temp agency.
“I need something that pays more.”
4UFQIBOJFTHSBZFZFTXFSFXBSNi-PPLIPO *MJLFZPV:PV
HFUHPPESFWJFXTGSPNUIFKPCT*TFOEZPVPVUPO CVUVOMFTTZPVHFU
IJSFEEJSFDUMZ UIFSFTOPUIJOH*DBOEPw
5FBSTXFMMFEVQJO5SBDZTFZFT)FSMJGFIBECFFOSFEVDFEUP
SVCCMF4IFIBEOPGSJFOET OPNPOFZ OPQSPTQFDUT)BEOUTIFEPOF
UIFSJHIUUIJOH 8IZXBTFWFSZUIJOHUIBUTIFIBEFWFSESFBNFEPG
CFJOHTOBUDIFEBXBZ 4IFSBOIFSIBOETPWFSIFSGBDF4IFIBEUP
HFUJUUPHFUIFS#VUTIFDPVMEOUTUPQUIFUFBSTBOETPPOIFSFOUJSF
body was shaking, consumed with her hopelessness.
4UFQIBOJFT XPSET CSPLF UISPVHI IFS TPSSPX i)BWF ZPV
UIPVHIUBCPVUTVCTUJUVUFUFBDIJOH ɬFQBZJTQSFUUZHPPEw
It took three weeks for her to apply at the New York City
%FQBSUNFOU PG &EVDBUJPO  CF mOHFSQSJOUFE  IJSFE  BOE UIFO TFOU
POIFSmSTUUFBDIJOHHJH)FSBMBSNXFOUPěBUBN TIFIBEOFWFS
woken up so early in New York before. She showered, dressed and
DBVHIUUIFCVTUPth street.
ɬF " 1IJMJQ 3BOEPMQI $BNQVT )JHI 4DIPPM XBT TQSBXMing. She pushed through hundreds of kids waiting to be scanned
BOEBENJUUFE"HSVěTFDVSJUZHVBSEQPJOUFEIFSUPXBSETUIFNBJO
PĜDFXIFSFTIFXBTHJWFOBLFZBOEEJSFDUFEUPUIFCBTFNFOU4IF
XPVMECFmMMJOHJOGPSUIFTIPQUFBDIFS
ɬF SPPN XBT DBWFSOPVT8PSL UBCMFT BOE CFODIFT mMMFE UIF
DFOUFS XIJMFIFBWZNBDIJOFSZXBTMJOFEVQBMPOHUIFSJHIUXBMM#JSE
IPVTFTJOWBSJPVTTUBHFTPGDPNQMFUJPO XFSFTQSBXMFEBDSPTTBUBCMF
What the hell were these kids gonna do with a bird house? Tracy
UIVNCFEUISPVHIUIFQBDLFUPGXPSLTIFXBTTVQQPTFEUPHJWFUIFN
*UIBEQJDUVSFTPGWBSJPVTUPPMTBOETDSFXTBOEBCSJFGEFTDSJQUJPOPG
FBDIɬFZXFSFTVQQPTFEUPXSJUFBQBSBHSBQIUIBUFYQMBJOFEXIJDI
tools they used to complete their bird houses and why.
ɬFCFMMSBOHBOE5SBDZTUFBEJFEIFSTFMG#ZUIFUJNFUIFCFMM
rang again, she had nineteen students sitting before her, sixteen of
them boys.
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“Good morning.” No one returned her salutation. “Well as you
can see Mister Moore is out today.”
i"OEBTXFDBOTFFZPVmOFBTIFMM%BNOCBCZ XIBUTZPVS
name?”
i8FMM JUDFSUBJOMZJTOUEBNOCBCZ8IBUTZPVST w
“Michael.”
“Okay Michael, read number one.”
)FMPPLFEBUIFSIBSEGPSBTFDPOEiɬFTFBSFQMJFST1MJFSTBSF
a hand tool with hinged arms that end in jaws—“
He actually listened to her. But the student next to him was a
EJěFSFOUTUPSZi*BJOUSFBEJOHw
5SBDZ OBSSPXFE IFS FZFT i:FT  * DBO EFmOJUFMZ UFMM UIBU ZPV
ABJOUSFBEJOHw
"GFXTUVEFOUTMBVHIFEɬFCPZTFUIJTKBXi:FBI TPNPWFPOw
i$BOUZPVSFBE w
“Yeah, bitch I can read.”
i0PPITwmMMFEUIFSPPNi*NBCJUDICFDBVTFZPVSFFJUIFSUPP
stupid or too proud to read two sentences in class? Or am I a bitch
CFDBVTF*MPPLCFUUFSUIBOZPVSNBNBBOEBOZDIJDLZPVDPVMEFWFS
bag.” She stared him down. “Is there anything else you want to say?”
ɬFDMBTTXBTTJMFOUOPXBOE5SBDZRVJDLMZTNJMFEBUUIFTUVEFOU
UPUIFSJHIUPGIJNi8IZEPOUZPVTIPXIJNIPXBSFBMTUVEFOU
EPFTJU wɬFCPZPCMJHFEIFSBOETIFCMFXBEFFQCSFBUIUISPVHI
her nose.
ɬBU LJE IBE CFFO TP RVJDL UP TOBQ PO IFS )F DBMMFE IFS B
bitch as smoothly as if it were her name. All of that because she
BTLFEIJNUPSFBE 5SBHJDTXPSETSBOHJOIFSFBSi8FFBTFJUJO 
OJDFBOETNPPUI ZPVIBSEMZGFFMJU/JHHBTJTUSJQQJOHDBVTFXIFO
NZQFOHFUUPMFBLJOHUIFEFNPOTJONZIFBEUBLFPWFSTUBSUCBSLJOH BOE TQFBLJOH)PU CJUDI'BU BTT4P XF GSFBLJO UIJT XFFLFOE
MFHTQBSUTPVMPQFOUIBUTXIFO*TOFBLJO8FHFUPWFSBNJMMJPO
motherfuckas singing along to that and we got something.” ChilESFOXFSFNPTUBěFDUFECZIJQIPQTQPJTPOJOHɬFZHSFXVQJOB
world shadowed in spells, their reality was dimmed by materialism
BOEFNPUJPOBMEFUBDINFOUɬFFOESFTVMUXBTBOFOUJSFHFOFSBUJPO
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XJUIOPUSVTU OPMPWF1FSIBQTUIFSFXBTTUJMMIPQFJOUSZJOHUPSFBDI
UIFZPVUI)BEOUUIFGVUVSFBMXBZTCFHVOXJUIUIFN
&WFSZUIJOHUIBUTIFIBECFFOUISPVHIIBEMFEUPUIJTNPNFOU
She had dreamed of Harlem, not because she was supposed to be
BXSJUFS CVUCFDBVTFTIFXBTTVQQPTFEUPUFBDI)FSESFBNXBTOU
dead after all, it was reincarnated.
She emailed Miss Pratt, her elementary music teacher who
used to run the Black History assemblies. Miss Pratt had put Tracy
JO UIF DIPJS FWFO UIPVHI TIF DPVMEOU TJOH B MJDL 4PNFIPX TIF
EJTDPWFSFEUIBU5SBDZDPVMEXSJUF5SBDZOFFEFEIFSIFMQBHBJOOPX
.JTT1SBUU ZPVTBJE*XPVMENFFUNZGVUVSFPOFEBZBOE*EJE
#FDBVTFPGZPV *CFDBNFBXSJUFSBUUFOZFBSTPME&WFOBGUFSNZGBNJMZ
NPWFEUPUIFTVCVSCT BOEBMMPGNZQSPCMFNTXFSFTVQQPTFEUPEJTBQQFBS 
UIFXPSETXPVMEOPUMFBWFNF*NBSDIFETUFBEJMZUPXBSETXIBU*LOFX
UPCFNZEFTUJOZ*DBNFUP)BSMFNBOE*VTFENZQFOUPUFMMUIFTUPSJFT
PG NZ QFPQMF VOUJM * EJTDPWFSFE B USVUI UIBU UIFZ EJEOU XBOU UP IFBS 
XPVMEOUEBSFUPCFMJFWF*XBMLFEUPUIF#SPPLMZO#SJEHFPO5VFTEBZ*
DPVMEOUTUFQPOJUUIPVHI *GFBSFEUIFEFTJSFUPKVNQPĖXPVMECFGBSUPP
TUSPOH#VUUPEBZBOFXGVUVSFHSFFUFENF5PEBZ *CFDBNFBUFBDIFS

ÞÞÞÞÞ ÞÞÞÞÞ
Miss Pratt wrote her back and told her all about what was going on
JO3PDIFTUFSɬFSFIBECFFOGPVSTDIPPMTVQFSJOUFOEFOUTJOUIFMBTU
UFOZFBST UIFEJTUSJDUXBTJOBTFWFSFEFmDJU FYUSBDVSSJDVMBSBDUJWJUJFT
had shrank and the graduation rate had plummeted. “5SBDZ XFOFFE
HPPE UFBDIFSTǵFSFT BO BDDFMFSBUFE HSBEVBUF QSPHSBN UIBU XPVME QVU
ZPVJOZPVSPXODMBTTSPPNJO4FQUFNCFSw
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2
“*EPJUGPSUIFZPVOHLJETXIPOFFEUPCFBEWJTFE
"OEUIFZXPOEFSXIZIJTTPVMGPSFWFSDPME
*UXBTUISFFXPSETUIBUIFXBTOFWFSUPMEw
-4QFTI
iɬFTF8PSETw

5ĴģĥĻĦĴıĸħģĴıķİĦĦıĹİĶıĹİIFSmSTUEBZCBDLBOEHBTQFE
when she got to Main Street. What had they done to Midtown?
4IFQVMMFEPWFSBOEXBMLFEVQUPUIFSFNBJOTPGXIBUVTFEUPCFUIF
FQJDFOUFSPGUIFDJUZɬFSFVTFEUPCFEFQBSUNFOUTUPSFT "MM%BZ
Sunday--an upscale urban boutique, a grocery store, a monorail.
Dancing dolls from foreign lands used to mark the hour. During
Christmas, there was a Black Santa Claus whose wintry land sparLMFEBOECFDLPOFE*UVTFEUPCFNBHJDBM4IFDPVMEOUCFMJFWFUIBU
all of that was reduced to the rubble and the abandoned cranes and
trucks that she stood in front of. A man walked past her, “Excuse
me, when did they do this?”
)FTISVHHFEi*EPOULOPX NBZCFUXPNPOUITBHPw
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She came to learn that a lot more had changed since she had
CFFOIFSFMBTU-PXSFOUXBTUIFPOFHPPEUIJOHBCPVU3PDIFTUFST
EFDMJOFBOETIFMPWFEIFSBQBSUNFOU4IFXPVMEIBWFOFWFSCFFO
BCMFUPBěPSEUIJTNVDITQBDFJO)BSMFN/FTUMFEPOBPOFXBZPě
PG.POSPF"WFOVF TIFIBEUIFCPIFNJBOJTNUIBUIFSTPVMEFTJSFE
BOEUIFHSJNSFBMJUJFTPGUIFDJUZTDSJNFBUIFSEPPSTUFQɬFSFXBTB
natural food market around the corner and prostitutes in its parking
MPU BU OJHIU )FS OFJHICPS IBE B SBJOCPX nBH UIBU IVOH QSPVEMZ
BOEEP[FOTPGWJTJUPSTUIBUOFWFSTUBZFEGPSNPSFUIBOmWFNJOVUFT
UISPVHIPVUUIFEBZ)FSQMBDFIBEIBSEXPPEnPPSTBOECJHXJOEPXTBOEBDFJMJOHXJUIBEFMJHIUGVMTMPQF4IFmMMFEJUXJUIQJFDFT
GSPN$SBJHTMJTUBOEHBSBHFTBMFTBOEUISJGUTIPQTUIFSFTVMUXBTB
DPMPSGVMBOEXBSNIBWFOUIBUXBTUFMMJOHPGIFSBSUJTUTPVM
She subbed during the day and went to class at night. Her program was for career changers who wanted to teach in an urban setUJOHɬFUIPVHIUXBT USBJOFEUFBDIFSTXJUISFBMXPSMEFYQFSJFODF
XPVMEGBSFCFUUFSJOUIFDMBTTSPPN*UXBTBUIFPSZUIBU5SBDZEJEOU
completely buy since most of the people in her cohort were idiots.
ɬFSFXBT$BSMFFO NBUIXJ[ UVSOFEIPVTFXJGF UVSOFEXPVMECF
UFBDIFS4IFXBTBOYJPVTBOEQBUSPOJ[JOHi*NFBOUIPTFQPPSEFBST
EPOUIBWFBOZCPEZUPTIPXUIFNIPXUPMJWF*KVTUDBOUJNBHJOF
XIBUJUTHPJOHUPCFMJLFJOUIFDMBTTSPPNwɬFOUIFSFXBT&BSM
Black, ex jock, and dumb as bricks. “I mean some of them kids real
smart. Just gotta know how to apply it. We got crack dealers doing
NBKPSBSJUINFUJD+VTUHPUUBHFUAFNJOUIFCPPLTw
But the course work was fascinating. She learned about eduDBUJPOBMQPMJDZ(POFXFSFUIFEBZTXIFOUIFATMPX LJETXFSFJOB
EJěFSFOUDMBTT#SPXOWT#PBSEIBECFFOSFJOUFSQSFUFECZ/P$IJME
Left Behind. It was discriminatory to place disabled students in
separate classrooms. Teachers now had to read and implement stuEFOUTJOEJWJEVBMJ[FEFEVDBUJPOBMQMBOT—thick packets that described
UIF TUVEFOUT EFmDJUT BOE TUSFOHUIT BU MFOHUI BOE UIF OFDFTTBSZ
strategies to accommodate them. She took psychology classes to
understand the mindset of teenagers, literacy classes that taught
IFSEJěFSFOUXBZTUPJODSFBTFSFBEJOHDPNQSFIFOTJPO BTTFTTNFOU
DMBTTFT UIBU UBVHIU UIFN IPX UP XSJUF MFTTPO QMBOT UIBU NFU TFW~ 31 ~
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eral learning styles. She attended seminars on bullying, child abuse,
USBVNB4UBUJTUJDTDJUFEUIBUPGUIFDJUZTTUVEFOUTIBEFYQFSJenced trauma, their brains permanently altered because of it.
8IFO TIF XBTOU XPSLJOH PS TUVEZJOH  TIF XBT SFTUMFTT 4IF
EJEOU NJTT UIF TQFFE PG /:$  CVU TIF EJE NJTT UIF FOFSHZ  UIF
potential that lingered in the air. None of the friends that she graduated with were coming back. Rochester was too broke and too
slow for them. Most of them landed in Atlanta. Her friends that
EJEOUHSBEVBUFXFSFUPPEJNGPSIFSɬFZIBECBCJFTBOEESBNB
and few aspirations. So she went to sorority meetings, joined a
church, worked out, met a fuckable guy named Jason. Spring turned
to summer.
ɬFDPVSTFXPSLJOUFOTJmFEBOETIFBOEUIFSFTUPGIFSDPIPSU
now had the additional task of student teaching during summer
TDIPPM *U XBTOU UIBU UBYJOH GPS 5SBDZ UIPVHI )FS DPPQFSBUJWF
UFBDIFS XBT B WFSZ DPPM HVZ GSPN 6HBOEB XIP NBEF JU BQQBSFOU
UIBUIFXBOUFEUPGVDLIFS)JTBEWBODFTXFSFTVCUMFFOPVHIUIBU
she could pretend not to detect them and he in turn let her do
XIBUFWFS TIF XBOUFE )F IBOEFE IFS UIF SFJHOT PO IFS WFSZ mSTU
day. Later on, she regaled her cohort with stories about how she led
the class through grammar exercises, the essential question, and a
discussion of *OWJDUVTShe was certainly feeling like the master of
IFSGBUFUIFTFEBZTɬFSFXFSFFOEMFTTQBQFSTUPXSJUFBOEHSPVQ
QSPKFDUT BOE TBNQMF MFTTPOT #MPPNT UBYPOPNZ  ǵF 'JSTU %BZ PG
School, Piaget, and 4USBUFHJFTUIBU8PSL were crammed into her head.
Summer melted away and they eagerly awaited their assignments for the upcoming school year. It was tedious, as the school
district struggled to reinstate and place the thousands of seniors
XIPIBEOUHSBEVBUFEJO"VHVTUBTFYQFDUFE BOEIBEZFUUPBHFPVU
PGUIFTZTUFN5SBDZSFDFJWFEIFSBTTJHONFOUUIFMBTUDMBTTPGUIFJS
summer session and the week before school was to start. She was
going to Booker T. Washington.
&BSM FMCPXFE IFSi#F DBSFGVM HJSM  UIBUT UIF XPSTU TDIPPM JO
the city.”
5SBDZTISVHHFEi"SFOUUIFZBMMCBE w
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ÞÞÞÞÞ ÞÞÞÞÞ
At 5:47 a.m, the parking lot of Booker T. Washington High only
IBEUISFFDBSTJOJUɬFTLZXBTBOJOEJHPCMVF UIFNPPOMPOHHPOF 
UIFTVONBLJOHJUTHMPSJPVTBSSJWBMɬFUSBORVJMJUZPGUIFNPNFOU
DBMNFEIFSOFSWFTBCJU
Her hands shook on the door handle. She exhaled, “I can do
this.” Outside of the car, she steadied her hand to swipe her badge
at the sensor. A click sounded her admittance into the school.
)FSMPXIFFMTFDIPFEUISPVHIUIFIBMMXBZ*OUIFPĜDF UIF
IFBETFDSFUBSZXBTKVTUUBLJOHIFSTFBU4IFHMBODFETUJĝZJO5SBDZT EJSFDUJPO  GPSDJOH IFS UP TXBMMPX UIF HPPE NPSOJOH UIBU XBT
forming in her throat. Tracy turned away and checked her mailCPY*UXBTFNQUZFYDFQUGPSBVOJPOnJFSBOEJOWFTUNFOUBHFODZ
BEWFSUJTFNFOU
She had cleaned and disinfected her classroom the day before,
but it still smelled of stale summer. She cracked the window and
was rewarded with a gust of twilight air. Rays of amber reached
BDSPTTUIFTLZɬFLOPUJOIFSTUPNBDIMPPTFOFE
Hurried footsteps came next. A short, Puerto Rican woman
stuck her head in the door. “You got the gig.”
i*NTPSSZ w
ɬFXPNBOTNJMFEi:PVXFSFDPNJOHJOXIFO*MFGUNZJOUFSWJFX*QSBZFEUIBUZPVXPVMEHFUUIFKPCw
i*NTPSSZ IBWFXFNFU w
)FSWJTJUPSTUFQQFEJOUPUIFEPPSXBZi/PQF*KVTULOFXUIBU
JUXBTUIFSJHIUUIJOHUPEP*N+BIJSZN+BIJSZN)FSOBOEF[w
“Tracy Mitchell.”
i-PUTUPEP SJHIU )BWFBHPPEmSTUEBZ-FUTUBMLMBUFSw4IF
was gone as quickly as she had come.
Soon there were streams of teachers passing by her door. Jen
8JUmFME BTQFDJBMFEVDBUJPOUFBDIFS TUFQQFEGVMMZJOUPUIFSPPN
)FS FZFT SPBNFE PWFS FWFSZUIJOH CFGPSF TIF TQPLF i-PPLT MJLF
ZPVSFBMMTFUVQIFSFw
“Just about.”
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i+VTUUSZUPTVSWJWFUIFmSTUEBZ.PTUPGUIFTFLJETBSFIPQFMFTTXFHPUBMMPGUIFEJTUSJDUTUISPXBXBZT:PVKVTUSFNFNCFSUIBU
no matter what happens, it will be better tomorrow. ”
Tracy looked up sharply from the email she had been reading.
“It will be better today.”
ɬF LOPU JO IFS TUPNBDI SFUJHIUFOFE XIFO UIF CVTFT QVMMFE
into the loop. She and a few other teachers stood in the hallway. A
QFSLZPMEFSCSVOFUUFXJOLFEBUIFS5SBDZTNJMFEJOSFUVSO"HSVě
bald man crossed his arms. “Just 190 more days of this shit.” Miss
)FSOBOEF[XBWFEUPIFSGSPNBGFXEPPSTEPXO
/FSWPVTMBVHIUFSXBTIFBSEOFYUBTTUVEFOUTCFHBOUPUSJDLMF
JO.PTUXPSFOFXDMPUIFTBOEVOTPJMFETOFBLFSTɬFHJSMTTNFMMFE
PG IBJS TQSJU[  UIFZ XBWFE UIFJS IBOET BT UIFZ TQPLF  BDSZMJD OBJMT
BDDFOUJOH UIFJS TQFFDI ɬF CPZT XBMLFE XJUI UIF XJEF TIVĝF
SFRVJSFEUPLFFQUIFJSTBHHJOHQBOUTVQ&WFSZPOFXBTVQSJHIU BXBSF
PGUIFNBTTBQQSBJTBMɬFTFLJETIBEDPNFGSPNQIBTFEPVUTDIPPMT
BOEIBECFFOCVTFEGSPNBMMPWFSUIFDJUZ&WFSZPOFXPVMECFFBHFS
UPNBLFBOBNFGPSUIFNTFMWFT5SBDZVOEFSTUPPEUIFJNQPSUBODF
PGUIJTUPP4IFOFFEFEUPBTTFSUIFSEPNJOBODFJNNFEJBUFMZIFS
SFQVUBUJPOIBEUPCFTPMJEJmFEBUPODF
ɬFCPMEFSLJETSFMJTIFEUIFDIBSHFEBUNPTQIFSF"MQIBNBMFT
and females could be spotted in the saunter of their struts, their
shouts of “ay yos” and “hey girls” were trumpets announcing their
BSSJWBM 1SPGBOJUZ SBOH PVU BNJETU UIF DMPVE PG DIBUUFS  LJET XIP
USBWFMFE TPMP XBMLFE B CJU RVJDLFS ɬFJS FZFT UPPL JO FWFSZUIJOH
BSPVOEUIFNUIJTXBTBOFXKVOHMFUPOBWJHBUF
4IFTBJEHPPENPSOJOHUPUIPTFJOEJWJEVBMLJETBTUIFZQBTTFE
It had been her experience that these kids were the most dangerous. Already outcasts—and trying not to be fucked with--they had
short fuses and could be quick to cut someone or throw a chair at
a teacher. She was mindful to address larger groups too. Her years
as a city student and stint subbing had taught her that the more
TPDJBCMFLJETXFSFBDUVBMMZNPSFWVMOFSBCMFBOETFDSFUMZMPOHFEGPS
UIFJSUFBDIFST BQQSPWBM"TNJMFBOEBOBDLOPXMFEHFNFOUXFOUB
MPOHXBZXJUIUIFN4UJMM NPTUEJEOUSFTQPOEUPIFSHSFFUJOHBOE
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TIFEJEOUFYQFDUUIFNUP/PUZFUBOZXBZ4IFXBTKVTUUJMMJOHUIF
soil at the moment.
ɬJSUZPOFLJETTUBSFEBUIFSBGUFSUIFCFMMXFOUPě4IFTXBMlowed and plunged forward. “My name is Miss Mitchell. I will only
answer to Miss Mitchell. You may not call me Miss or Mitch or
BOZUIJOHFMTFUIBUJTOUNZOBNF*XJMMBEESFTTZPVCZZPVSOBNF
you will treat me with the same respect. I might as well tell you now
UIBU*XBOUZPVUPMFBSO*XJMMOPUHJWFZPVCVTZXPSLBOE*XJMM
OPU JOTVMU ZPVS JOUFMMJHFODF XJUI mMM JO UIF CMBOL OPOTFOTF * XJMM
QVTIZPV CVU*XJMMEPFWFSZUIJOH*DBOUPIFMQZPV*GZPVBSFOPU
here to learn, then you need to see yourself to the door. You will not
DPNQMBJOBCPVUIBWJOHUPEPXPSL ZPVXJMMSFNBJOJOZPVSTFBUT 
BOEZPVXJMMSBJTFZPVSIBOEUPTQFBL"HBJO JGUIBUTBQSPCMFN 
UIFSFTUIFEPPSw
She heard snickers and a couple of girls smacked their teeth.
But when she raised an eyebrow, and looked directly at them, they
MPXFSFEUIFJSFZFT/PPOFNPWFEBOEOPPOFTQPLF4IFUPVDIFE
the screen of the smart board. An hourglass appeared and a digital
WPJDFTBOHPVU i'JWFNJOVUFTw
i8F TUBSU FWFSZEBZ XJUI UIF XBSNVQ ɬF XBSNVQ JT
EFTJHOFEUPTIJGUZPVSUIJOLJOHUPUIFUPQJDPGUIFEBZTMFTTPO*UJT
BWFSZTJNQMFRVFTUJPOUIBUBMMPXTNFUPTFFXIBUZPVBMSFBEZLOPX
PS XIBU ZPV SFNFNCFS GSPN UIF QSFWJPVT DMBTT :PV EP OPU IBWF
to copy down the question, but you need to restate the question in
your answer.”
/PUIJOHBOEFWFSZUIJOHTUPPEPVUGSPNUIBUmSTUEBZ4IFTBJE
FWFSZXPSEDBSFGVMMZBOEXBUDIFEGPSUIFSFBDUJPOTUIFZTPMJDJUFE
Some kids were bored, they had heard it all before. Others were
EFmBOU FBHFSGPSBDIBODFUPUFTUIFS#VUTUJMMTPNFXFSFJOUFSFTUFE 
SFMJFWFEUPCFJOUIFIBOETPGBDBQBCMFUFBDIFS
)FS mSTU XFFLT QBTTFE CZ RVJDLMZ 4IF MFE UIF DMBTT UJHIUMZ 
FWFSZ NJOVUF XBT QMBOOFE 4IF SBSFMZ TBU EPXO 4IF MFE UIFN
through grammar exercises, telling them that standard English
XBTUIFEJěFSFODFCFUXFFONJOJNVNXBHFBOENBOBHFNFOU4IF
nudged sleeping students as she passed, kicked their desks if they
EJEOUTJUVQGBTUFOPVHI4UVEFOUTDBNFUPUIFTNBSUCPBSEUPQMBDF
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TFNJDPMPOTBOEEBTIFTɬFZIFTJUBUFEXIFOBTLFEUPSFBEBMPVE 
BOE XSPUF TMPXMZ 4IF DPNQMJNFOUFE BOE DPSSFDUFE 4IF BSSJWFE
FBSMZBOEMFGUMBUF4IFXFOUIPNFBOETQSFBEUIFEBZTFWFOUTPVU
in her mind. She went to class and listened to her cohort as they
FYDIBOHFETUPSJFTBCPVUMB[Z EJTSFTQFDUGVMLJET4IFXFOUCBDLUP
XPSLBOEUSJFEBMMPWFSBHBJO
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i*MJLFUIFXBZZPVCFXJUIBMMUIBUQFSTPOBMJUZ
CVU*HPUnBWBUPP ZPVOFFEUPHFUXJUINFw
.$-ZUF
i*8BOOB#F%PXO 3FNJY w

0İ&ĮħĥĶīıİ%ģĻĵĪħXBTBOFSWPVTXSFDL4IFTOBQQFEBU5ZSFMM 
a sweet kid whose ADHD kept him in perpetual motion. “Ty, we
EPOUIBWFUJNFGPSUIJTUPEBZw4IFIVSSJFEMZTDSJCCMFEPVUBQBTT
to the bathroom and laid it on his desk. “Go take a walk.” She left
work right after dismissal. At home she stripped and plopped down
in front of CNN. Obama truly had the world on his shoulders. Yet
JUBQQFBSFEUIBUIFSFNBJOFEFWFSZUIJOHUIBUB#MBDLNBOTIPVME
CFSFTPMVUF)PXDPVMEBOZPOFOPUMPWFIJN 
At eight, she joined a bunch of black professionals at Crush
to watch the results. Crush was the buppie social hub. During the
XFFLUIFSFXFSFQPFUSZSFBEJOHT MJWFCBOET BOEDPNFEZ0OUIF
weekends, the deejay was great and the crowd liked to dance. On
election night it was packed. Brothers wore button downs and too
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UJHIUKFBOTBOEIBSECPUUPNTIPFT4JTUFSTXPSFCMB[FSTBOETDBSWFT
and Louis handbags. Tracy supposed it was the uniform of educated
Black folk. She stuck out in a tailored leather jacket, peasant shirt,
pale blue tights, and thigh high snakeskin boots. A few women
MPPLFEBUIFSBOEUVSOFEBXBZBDPVQMFPG"MQIBTIVHHFEIFSBOE
QSPNQUMZXFOUCBDLUPUIFJSDPOWFSTBUJPOT
She ordered wine and milled around by the bar. She heard
TOBUDIFT PG DPOWFSTBUJPOT iɬF QSPCMFN XJUI UIF DJUZ TDIPPMT JT
UIFTFUFBDIFSTEPOUSFMBUF8IPDBSFTBCPVU4IBLFTQFBSFXIFOZPVS
NPUIFST B DSBDLIFBE w5SBDZ UVSOFE JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG B OBTBMMZ
WPJDF*UCFMPOHFEUPBQFUJUFXPNBOUIBUTIFLOFXUPCFBDIFNJDBM
engineer from Greenwich, Connecticut. Like she knew what the
fuck she was talking about. A trio of men to the right of her were
EFCBUJOHXIJDIMVYVSZDBSXBTBCFUUFSWBMVF"DPVQMFCFIJOEUIFN
XFSFOPUTPRVJFUMZDIFFSJOHFWFSZUJNF3PNOFZXPOBTUBUF
4IFNPWFEUPUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFSPPNXIFSFUIFSFXBTBO
FNQUZTFBUBDSPTTGSPNBDIFTUOVUDPMPSFENBOɬFZMPDLFEFZFT
She approached him. “Is anybody sitting here?” He shook his head
OP(VFTTIFXBTUPPmOFUPTQFBL5SBDZLOFXUIBUUZQF4IFQVMMFE
the chair back a few inches away before sitting down.
ɬFZEJEOUTQFBLUPFBDIPUIFSGPSBOPUIFSIPVS3PNOFZXBT
on top and Tracy had switched from wine to martinis. “I hope this
NPUIFSGVDLFSEPFTOUXJOw
ɬFNBOTQPLFGPSUIFmSTUUJNFi)FXPOUw
When Ohio went Blue and Obama was declared the winner,
TIFDPVMEOUIFMQCVUKVNQVQBOEIVHIJNɬJTNPNFOUIBEUPCF
sealed with human contact. And when his arms closed around her,
FOWFMPQJOHIFSJOIJTTDFOU TIFXBOUFEUPIBOHPO4IFNBOBHFEUP
pull away after a few moments. She stared at him and he held her
HB[F4IFTUFQQFECBDLBOECVNQFEJOUPPOFPGUIF"MQIBTXIP
pulled her towards the bar. “Trace, we gotta do a shot.” His grip
POIFSBSNXBTTUSPOH IJTKPWJBMJUZGPSDFE4IFGSFFEIFSBSNBOE
turned back towards the man, but he was gone.
"DPVQMFPGXFFLTQBTTFECFGPSFUIFmSTUTOPXGFMM*UXBTB
GFBUIFSZTOPXUIBUGFMMUPUIFFBSUIMJLFEBOEFMJPOnVěBOENFMUFE
instantly. After dismissal, Tracy sat at her desk and watched it. She
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TJHIFEBOEXFOUPWFSBNFOUBMUPEPMJTU4IFIBENBEFUIFDPQJFT 
DBMMFE3ZBOTNFOUPS TFOUBDPOEPMFODFDBSEUP4PSPS.PMMZ4IF
still needed an oil change. She turned back to the snow and sighed
BHBJOɬFSFXBTOPPOFUPCVZBTDBSGGPS UPDVEEMFVQOFYUUP UP
FWFOTFOEBIBQQZmSTUTOPXUFYU
She turned from her musings, packed up, and headed to the
HZN)FSMPWFMJGFIBECFFOSFEVDFEUPPDDBTJPOBMSPNQTXJUI+BTPO
BOE UIF nJSUBUJPOT TIF TIBSFE XJUI NFO BU UIF HZN ɬFTF NFO
worked or worked out there and smiled at her and looked too long
XIFOTIFQSBODFECZJOZPHBQBOUTBOETQPSUTCSBTɬFZNBEFIFS
GBOUBTJ[F BCPVU MPOH EBZT JO CFE  IBOE IPMEJOH  BOE NPWJF EBUFT
#VUTIFUVSOFEEPXOBMMSFBMBEWBODFTɬFZXFSFFJUIFSUPPDPSOZ 
UPPPME NBSSJFE PSUPPUIVHHFEPVU1MVT TIFDPVMEOUBěPSEBXLward run-ins at a place she frequented so often.
She had a good workout and headed to the mats for her cool
down routine. Pushing her body beyond comfort, she breathed
deeply and leaned into her stretches. She noticed the man from
FMFDUJPOOJHIUXIFOTIFTUPPEVQ5PEBZ IFMPPLFEFWFONPSFIBOETPNFCFODIQSFTTJOH)FEJEOUHSVOUPSTUSBJOXIFOIFMJGUFE KVTU
GPDVTFE PO TNPPUIMZ NBOFVWFSJOH UIF XFJHIU 4PNFUIJOH BCPVU
that focus held her attention. He sat up and noticed her.
#VTUFE TIFTNJMFEBOEXBMLFEPWFSUPIJN i"SFZPVmOJTIFE w
“You about to bench?”
“No, but I need someone to walk me to my car. I parked in the
garage.”
i8FMM XBML XJUI ZPVw )JT GSJFOE BOTXFSFE 5SBDZ IBEOU
noticed him before. His lined face and bulky build suggested a
QSJTPO CBDLHSPVOE5SBDZ EJE OPU MJLF UIF JOUSVTJPO  CVU DPVMEOU
UIJOLPGBXBZUPHFUPVUPGJUɬFUSJPGFMMJOUPBOVODPNGPSUBCMF
silence.
iɬJTJTJU wTIFTBJESFMJFWFEPODFUIFZTUPQQFEJOGSPOUPGIFS
DPVQFiɬBOLTw4IFEJEOUIFTJUBUFGVSUIFSUPHFUJOTJEFBOEESJWF
Pě
She spotted him again a few weeks later. He nodded in
response to her smile. She tried to shake away the familiar stirring
the nod caused inside of her. She was just about to start her abdom~ 39 ~
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JOBMSPVUJOF CVUDPVMEOUTUPQIFSTFMGGSPNHFUUJOHVQBOEXBMLJOH
PWFSUPIJN
She asked, “Did you already do abs?”
i:FBI CVU*MMEPAFNBHBJOw4IFTIPXFEIJNUIFTFRVFODFBOE
IFKPJOFEJOɬPVHIIFTUSVHHMFEBUUJNFT IFEJEOUTFFNFNCBSSBTTFECZJUiɬBUTTPNFXPSLPVUw IFTBJEBGUFSUIFZmOJTIFEUIF
MBTUTFUi:PVMFBWJOHOPX w
“Yeah.”
“Need somebody to walk you to your car again?”
ɬJT UJNF UIFZ CPUI TNJMFE *U XBT POMZ mWF PDMPDL BOE TIF
XBTQBSLFESJHIUJOGSPOUPGUIFCVJMEJOH CVUTIFEJEOUEFDMJOFUIF
JOWJUBUJPOɬFTJMFODFXBTDPNGPSUBCMFBTUIFZXBMLFEUISPVHIUIF
HZNTEPPST4IFTOVDLQFBLTBUIJN)FIBEEFmOFEDIFFLCPOFT
and almond-shaped eyes. His frame was solid and basketball sleek.
She remembered the way his arms felt around her.
He nodded when she pointed to her car right in front of the
building. “Can I call you sometime?”
“Who are you going to ask for?”
i*XBTHFUUJOHUPUIBU8IBUTZPVSOBNF w
“Tracy. Yours?”
“X.”
“Like the rapper?”
i/P.ZOBNFJT0YGPSE CVUFWFSZPOFDBMMTNF9w
“So your brothers are Cambridge and Canterbury?”
iɬBUTDMFWFS*NUIFPOMZ#SJU.ZCSPUIFSTOBNFTBSF1SJODFUPOBOE)BSWBSEw
ǵBUT DMFWFS )F TBJE UIBU XJUI BVUIPSJUZ )F NPWFE XJUI
BVUIPSJUZUPP4IFSBUUMFEPěIFSOVNCFSBOEIFQVUJUJOIJTQIPOF
“How old are you?”
i5XFOUZGPVSw4IFEJEOUBEEUIBUTIFXBTUVSOJOHUXFOUZmWF
in a couple of months. No need to think about that. “You?”
“Twenty-nine.”
He called a few days later. At the sound of his rich baritone
TIFGPVOEIFSTFMGBHSFFJOHUPHPPVUUPEJOOFSXJUIIJN4IFIBEOU
CFFOUIJTFYDJUFEBCPVUBEBUFTJODF TJODFFWFS4PNFUIJOHBCPVU9
struck something within her. She felt like she already knew him.
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ɬF MBTU UJNF TIF IBE DMJDLFE TP RVJDLMZ XJUI TPNFPOF IBE CFFO
Tragic. She thought about waking up in that hotel room and shudEFSFE/PUIJOHMJLFUIBUXPVMEFWFSIBQQFOBHBJO4IFXPVMENFFU
9BUUIFSFTUBVSBOU4IFXPVMEMFBEUIFDPOWFSTBUJPOBOETIFXPVME
signal the completion of the date. She was in control.
&WFO BGUFS UIJT EFDMBSBUJPO UIPVHI  5SBDZ XBT TUJMM OFSWPVT
4IFTUPPEJOGSPOUPGBGVMMMFOHUINJSSPSBOESBOIFSIBOETPWFS
UIFUJHIU HSBZ TXFBUFSESFTTTIFIBEDIPTFOGPSUIFPDDBTJPOɬF
ESFTTXBTTFEVDUJWFMZDBTVBMBOEDMVOHJOUIFSJHIUBSFBTUIBUTIF
was so determined to keep in line. Regular exercise kept her waist
narrow, her thighs thick, and her ass tight. Her jet black, kinky hair
XBTQVMMFECBDLJOBUJHIUCVOUIBUNBEFIFSFZFTMPPLFWFONPSF
TMBOUFE 4IF mOJTIFE UIF MPPL CZ EVTUJOH QPXEFS PWFS IFS DPěFF
DPMPSFETLJOBOESVCCJOHHMPTTPWFSIFSGVMMMJQT
4IFXBTQVSQPTFMZmGUFFONJOVUFTFBSMZXIFOTIFQVMMFEVQUP
the Italian Steakhouse. She had a pre-date ritual. She liked to take
a moment to hope for the best, picture herself smiling and nodding
demurely, plot the witty things she would say. Her ritual was shot
when X pulled alongside her. So went being early.
4IFTMJEPVUPGUIFDBSBOEXBMLFEPWFSUPIJTDIFSSZSFE-JODPMO.,4)FSFTQPOEFEUPUIFRVFTUJPOJOIFSFZFTi8IBU *N
OFWFSMBUFw
He slid his arm around her waist before leading her to the
restaurant and away from the warnings that sounded in her mind.
Inside, he pulled out her chair and let his eyes linger on her face
PODFIFTBUEPXOi*NHMBEXFSFmOBMMZIFSF wIFTBJEBGUFSUIFZ
ordered.
“Finally?”
i:FBI *WFTFFOZPVBGFXUJNFTCFGPSFFMFDUJPOOJHIUw
“Really?”
i:FQ "U UIF HZN  ZPVSF BMXBZT CZ ZPVSTFMG * MJLF B XPNBO
who can stand alone and I like those blue shorts you wear.”
iɬBOLZPVw4IFTJQQFEIFSXBUFSi4PMFUNFBTLZPV XIBU
are we doing here?”
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)FMFBOFEUPXBSETIFSi:PVLOPXXIBUXFSFEPJOHIFSFw)F
let that statement hang before licking his lips and leaning back in
his chair. “Do you want to see a magic trick?” She nodded, eager for
a distraction. “Okay, see this salt shaker?” He lifted it up as if she
DPVMEOUTFFJUGSPNXIFSFJUTBUBUUIFUBCMFi*NHPJOHUPNBLFUIJT
PSEJOBSZSVOPGUIFNJMMTBMUTIBLFSEJTBQQFBSw)FDPWFSFEUIFTBMU
shaker with the napkin and slammed his hand down on the table.
ɬFOBQLJOnBUUFOFEXJUIOPTBMUTIBLFSVOEFSOFBUIJU
She laughed and clapped. “How did you do that?”
i*DBOUUFMMZPVBMMPGNZTFDSFUTw
ɬFZDIBUUFEBCPVUOPUIJOHJOQBSUJDVMBSTQPSUT NVTJD NPWies. She laughed often and felt completely at ease. He smiled a lot,
listening more than he talked. Afterwards, X walked her to her car
and opened the door for her, leaning in close enough for her to
DBUDIBOPUIFSXIJěPGIJTTDFOUi(PPEOJHIUw
)FSWPJDFDBVHIUBOETIFDMFBSFEIFSUISPBUi(PPEOJHIUw
*UXBTOUVOUJMTIFXBTMZJOHJOIFSCFEUIBUTIFSFNFNCFSFE
UIBUUIFZIBEOUEJTDVTTFEUIFmSTUEBUFFTTFOUJBMT4IFEJEOULOPX
if he had a girlfriend, a felony, or kids.
4IFTUJMMEJEOUBTLUIPTFRVFTUJPOTXIFOIFDBMMFEBOEBTLFE
IFSUPHPUPBCBTLFUCBMMHBNFBGFXEBZTMBUFS4IJWFSTXFOUEPXO
her spine when he put his hands on her hips, and directed her
through the crowd towards their seats. “So you got a man?” he asked
EVSJOHBUJNFPVU)FMPPLFEPWFSBOEXBJUFEGPSIFSSFTQPOTF
i/P%PZPVIBWFBHJSM w
A/Pw
“Why is that?” It was her turn to peer in his face and search
GPSSFEnBHT
“No particular reason.”
i:PVSFBNBOPGGFXXPSETw
“I use enough.”
i%PZPV *TUJMMEPOULOPXBOZUIJOHBCPVUZPVw
“What do you want to know?”
“How do you make your money?”
iɬFIBSEXBZw
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She raised an eyebrow. “And how exactly is that?”
He shrugged. “Does that matter?”
“Uh, yeah.”
i8IZ *MMKVTUTBZUIJT*NBLFFOPVHIUPMJWFJOBXBZUIBU
is suitable for right now. I make enough to take care of you if it
came to that.” He waited for her response. She turned her attenUJPOUPUIFHBNFJOTUFBEɬFPUIFSUFBNXPO9UPPLUIFPVUDPNF
well. He shook his head and turned his attention back to her. Tracy
POUIFPUIFSIBOETVMLFEɬF3B[PSTIBSLTTIPVMEIBWFXPOɬFZ
XFSFCFUUFS8IZIBEOUUIFZQMBZFEMJLFJU )FXBTRVJFUXIJMFTIF
XIJOFE UIFOHSBCCFEIFSCZUIFTIPVMEFSTi:PVDBOUCFTPBěFDUFE
FWFSZUJNFTPNFUIJOHUIBUZPVEPOUXBOUIBQQFOTw
5SBDZCSVTIFEBXBZIJTIBOETi*EPOUOFFEZPVUPTDIPPMNF 
remember that.”
"U EJOOFS  TIF EJEOU FBU PS UBML NVDI *OTUFBE  TIF XBUDIFE
IJTMJQTNPWF GPMMPXFEUIFDVSWFPGIJTTNJMFBTIFUBMLFE)FXBT
smug, cocky as shit.
“You like hip-hop?”
She almost laughed. What an understatement. She used to eat,
CSFBUIF  TIJU IJQIPQ #VU TIF EJEOU XBOU UP HP JOUP BMM PG UIBU 
EJEOUXBOUUPEJTDVTTIFBSUCSFBLi:FBIw
i:PVIFBSEUIBU,FOESJDL-BNBS :P *IBWFOUIFBSETPNFPOF
TXJUDIUIFHBNFVQTPNVDITJODF,BOZFDBNFPOUIFTDFOFw4IF
TNJMFE SFNFNCFSFEUIFmSTUUJNFTIFIFBSE$PMMFHF%SPQPVUShe
was a sophomore at UPenn and played the album non-stop. She
IBEOFWFSIFBSETPNFPOFSBQBCPVUDPMMFHFBOESBDJTNBOEGBNJMZ
PCMJHBUJPOT BOE UIF QFSJMT PG DPOTVNFSJTN CFGPSF 4IF IBE OFWFS
IFBSETPNFPOFUFMMIFSTUPSZCFGPSF0GDPVSTFUIF,BOZFUIBUTIF
JOUFSWJFXFEZFBSTMBUFSXBTXBZEJěFSFOUUIBOUIFPOFTIFJOJUJBMMZ
GFMMJOMPWFXJUI#VUUIFCSJMMJBODFBOEUIFQBTTJPOXBTUIFTBNF
"OE,FOESJDL-BNBS IJTBMCVNXBTNJOECMPXJOH$JOFNBUJDBOE
gritty, he was a poet, a wordsmith. He told tales that captured the
WFSZFTTFODFPGBMMUIBUUIFZXFSF)JTNVTJDTUJNVMBUFEIFSNJOE 
HSJQQFEIFSIFBSU NBEFIFSXFFQ8IZEJE#MBDLQFPQMFIBWFUP
IBWFJUUIJTIBSE 4IFXPVMELJMMUPCFBCMFUPXSJUFMJLFUIBU"GFX
ZFBSTBHPTIFXPVMEIBWFEJFEGPSBDIBODFUPJOUFSWJFXIJN
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i:FBI IFTBOBSUJTU*TPSFTQFDUUIBUw
i"OE*TPSFTQFDUZPV:PVSFOPUGSPNBSPVOEIFSFw
She titled her head towards him. “Born and raised right here.”
)FMPXFSFEIJTWPJDFi:PVEPOUIBWFUPQSPWFUIBUUPNF#VU
*CFUZPVIBWFOUCFFOMJWJOHIFSFGPSUIFMBTUGFXZFBSTw
“What makes you say that?”
i*DBOUFMM"MMPGUIJTIBTOUUPVDIFEZPVZFUw/PPOFIBEFWFS
spoken truer words about her. Her parents had done the right thing
and got her out of the city before its stench had seeped into her
pores, before its claws had marred her spirit. Now being back home,
TIFGFMUMJLFBOBMJFO8IPXFSFUIFTFQFPQMFXIPEJEOUESFBNBOE
EJEOUDBSFBCPVUUIFJSPXOMJWFT 
She looked away. He was cocky, but the way he carried it was
TVCUMF SFmOFEFWFO)FEJEOUUBMLNVDI SBSFMZTBJEBOZUIJOHBCPVU
himself. She looked back at him and saw wisdom and pain in his
face. What secrets lay behind those eyes? She wanted to hear them
all. She wanted to allow this man to unburden himself, to touch
the innocence she knew was deep inside. How is it that he, too, had
managed to remain unscathed by the city?
4IF XBT CVHHJOH *U XBT PCWJPVT XIBU IF XBT JOUP BOE UIBU
XBTPCWJPVTMZXSPOH4IFXBTHMBEXIFOIFmOJTIFEIJTGPPE(MBE
XIFOIFESPQQFEIFSPěUPIFSDBS
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